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CHAPTER XV3,3,

Pfl

If Descartes has imposed upon subsequent philo-

sophers a requirement of rigorous method, Hegel has obliged

them not only to account for their own viers but also to

explain the existence of contrary convictions and opinions.

Accordingl, our appeal has been not only to the isomorphism

between	 struct;ure of cognitional activity and the

structure of proportion4te beimg but also to the polymor—

phism of human con:iciousness. From the isomorphism there

has followed the account of the sixmetaphysical elements,

of their distinction, relatioas, unity, and technical

significance, From the polymorThism of consciousness there

has followed a series of brief but highly effective refu—

tations of contrary views. However, our method possesses

still further significance, Not only is it possible to

deal piecemeal ncith opoosed opinivis but also there is

available a general theorem to the effect that any philoso—

phy, whether actual or possible, All rest upon the dynamic

structure of cognitional activity either as correctly con-

ceived or as distorted by oversights and by mistaken orien—

tations,

Such a theorem in itsaf is simple enough but

it labors unior one considerable difficulty, No one would

deny that conclusions follow frolm premis!9s or that, as our 
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mEAaphysics has followed from our conception of cognition—

al activity, other metaphysics or wations of metaphysics

would follow fr711 other conceptions. But obviously con-

siderkble resistLnce woAld meet the claim that the procedure

yielded results that were strictV coincident with the views

of other philosophers. The most that could be established

would be a general similarity of structure and of tmnden-

cies While, commonly enough, philosophers living.and dead

are not just structures ,6J0 tendencies but also less

general responses to problems peculiar to particular places

and times.

To Aet this difficulty, it is necessary to

transpose the 153ue from the field of abstract deduction

to the field of concrete historical procoss. Accordingly,

Instead of asking rhether the vievs of any given philoso-

pher follow from assumptions of a specified types ve pro-

pose to ask vhether there exists age, single base of opera-

tions from Tchich any philosophy can be interpreted correct-

ly and 14e propose to show that our cognitional analysis

provides such a base. In this fashion, the 11_2=1:1 element

of cognitional analysis joins hands with the a or,steric4

elment of historical data; attention is turned to the

problem of arriving at a heuristic structure for a methmd-

ical hermeneutics; and since metaphysics has been defined

as the integral heuristic structure of proportionate being,

the dialectical aspect of metaphysics is integrated with

its scientific aspect by the simple fact that both aspects

satisfy a single definition.
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The chapter falls into three main parts.

In tho first there are determined the relations of meta-

physics to myth on the one hand and to mystery on tile

other. In the second there are explored the criterion

of truth, tli:.! definition of truth, the ordcaogical aspect

of truth, the relations between truth and expression,

and th!3 oppmprl.ation of truth. Finally, in the third

section it 1.1.1 prove possible to define the problem of

interpretation and to work out the heuristic structure

for a methodical hermeneutics,
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In account of particulcr mysteries and trwthe

pertains to the history of religions and of literatura.

But a genetic account of the radical meaning of mystery

and rgyth, of thr.A.c significance ary! function, of the

grounds of tildr emergence, survival, and disanpearance,

can hardly be amttted in. a contemporary metaphysics.

Uyth is a prominent category in Coctols notion of three

stages in man's Lavolopnaat, in Schellingts later philoso-

phy, in E.CasArertsLap_zel=LIsznAPhiosirft in

P. Tillichts vi s on religion &ILI theology, in D. Bult-

mannis principles of Nev restamthat interpretation,

Mystery is a hotifon thEt plays a fundamental role in the

philosophy of Gab_riel Marcel and in mliely differmat ranges

of religious reflAction. Finally, while we have been en-

gaged in indicating the character of explicit metaphysics,

In also have acknowledged prior stages of latent and of

problematic metaphysics 1 and naturally enough there arises

the question whether mystery and myth are cognate to these

earlier stages arid ihetier they vanish in the measure

that the earlier stages are transcended.

•••nn••n
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3.4	 e S eris e of the

th(?.n, our ailalysis forces us to recog-

nize the paradoxical category of the nown uw:nownu, For

we have equated being v-:th th,o otjective of the pure desire

to know, with That is to be know through the totality of

arid reasonable answers, But, in fact, our

questions outnmnler our answers, so that we know of an

unknown through OUT unans-Norad questions.

Sevyldly, manis concrete boing involves 1) a

succession of levels of higher integration and 2) a prin-

ciple of corres7mademo b trioea otherwise coincidental

rnamifolds on	 lo-:q level and vstematizing forms on

the rixt hiher Uoreover, these. higher integrations

c7,111 the or:Ac, psychic, and intellectual levels are not

static but dynamic systoms; they ar&i systems on the moves

the highor integration is not onl3r an integrator but also

an operator; aal if develo2ments on different L?vels are

riot to conflict, there has to be a correspondence between.

their respective operators.

Thirdly, on the intellectual level the opera -

tor	 concretely tile detached End disinterested desire to

lincriv. It is this (losire, not in contbmplation of the

already known, but headed tcmards further knowledge, orien-

tated into the kiiovr uniown. Th3 principle of dynamic

coTrespondence calls for a harmonious orientation on the

psychic level, and from th nature of the case such an

orleritation woull. have to consist in some cosmic dimensions

In some iatimmtion of unplumbed depths, that accrued to
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mants feel:Lngs, emotions, sentiments . Nor is this merely

a theoretical conclusion, as P. Otto' s study of the non-

rational element in the Idea of the tioi,v rather abundant—

ly indicates.

Fourthly, euch feelings, emotions, sentiment s

become integrated in the Move of psychic events inasmuch

as they are preceded by distinctive sensible presentations

or imaginative representations and inasmuch as they issue

forth in exclamations and bodily movements, in :rites and

ceremonies, in song and speech. There results pre ei:atic-

c.AILligt-ittovesuk

ally a distinction between to spheres of variable content:

on the one hand, there is the sphere of reality that is

domesticated, familiar, coon : on the other band, there

is the rehere of the ulterior unicnown, of the unexplored

and strange, of hc undefined surplus of significance and

momentousness. 'ilee two spheres are variable, for the first

expands with every advance in Icnowledge of proportionate

being. Again, the two spheres nay be as separate as Sun-

days ajd weekdays or they may interpenetrate so that,

as for Wordsworth in his youth, the earth and every common

sight take on the glory and the freshness of a dream .

Finally, while everyone by the dynamic structure of his

being is orientated into the second spheres it seems re-

served to the outer accident or circuiastance anti the inner

accident of temperamental disposition to call forth the

more intense experiences tiut Leave one now aghast, now

amazed, now entranced.4

Ftfthly, the primary field of mystery and

myth consists in the affect-Laden images and names that



Foot-note to Chapter XVII, p. 875, line 27.

There exist infnntilo and dmonic aspects of
A

'mythic consciousness. To account for them, one must advert to

the existonce of an inverse component of the psychic operator.

In other words, development in not only advance into the known

unknown but also a flight from anxioty and, in more marked

'instances, frommicanny feelings of horror, lonthing, dread.

In this connection I can only refer the rnador to the posthumous

edition of H. S. Sullivan's locturos under tho title, The Inter-

personal 	e Thoory of Psychiatry', New York 1953. May add

that Sullivan's wrork seems to me to possess a remarkable'signi-

ficance from a matIlodologloal viewpoint? His nainrence to the

canon of mrsimmly	 • , 	 ,11 •• I.

has its reward not only in a liberating clarity

but even in the achiovement of a basic not of ceriotic concepts.

WeW Roughly, Sullivan duds with rangos.of intorsubjective

schemes of rommence (dynam'isms meeting needs), their Integrator

(the self-system), and their operator (the avoidance of anxiety).

From such element...2 he to in a position to construct any number

of fortunate orunfortanato dovelopmonts from a rather convincing

extrapolation to infantile experience, throlich mischievous

children, chums and gangs, early and late adolescence, either to

the attainmont ar psychic maturity', Or to the eruption of neurotic

. malfunctioning, OT to the invanion of consciousness by the horrors

of the "notfme i.n sohizolhronla,

••.	 •
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have to do vith this second sphere. Ho ever, as tho ana-

lysis indicates, the primary field is not the only field,

and so it will be well to distinguish between the image

as image, the image as sycbol, and the inage as sign. The

image as image is the sensible content as operative on the

sensitivt levol it is the imae inasmuch a.e it f=ctions

within the psychic syndrome of associations, affects, ex-

clamations, Ein: articulated speech and actions. The image

as syrIbol or as sign is the inae as standing in corres-

pondence Nith activities or elements on the intellectual

level. But as symbol, the image is linked simply wine

the paradoxical nknown unknovm". As sign, the image is

linked rith some interpretation that offers to indicate

the import of the imace.

Sixthly, the interpretations that transform

the image into a sign are a vast manifold. Anyone who has

glanced through a history of religions will be aware of

the enormously divergent attitudes ani performances that

are jumbled together under that eengle rubric. But there

Is no reason for restricting interpretations of the image

as sign to the 2iald of religion. The prtnary field of

mystery ani lyth is both (Fait() general and quite permanent.

For inquiry anl reflection are both general and permanent:

the principle of correspondence between the intellectual

and the sensitive is both general and permanent; and so

some sensitive amareness and response, symbolic of the

known unknown, must be regarded as a generally aha perma-

nently recurring feature of human living, moreover, precisely

because of its relation to the knorn unknomn, the image can
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bq intelpreted as sign in manners th4t are as nunerous

and diverse as human ingenuity and hamau cxitrariness. So

it is that the full range of interpretations includes not

only hc whol.jcamIt of religions but also th._1 oDposite

phenomenon oC anti-religious feelini:, an: eKpression, not

only anti-relit;ious vieLs but also the intense humanistic

idealism that characterized liberal display of detachment

from all rAie,ious concern, not only elevated humanism

but al.Jo the crudely naturalistic nationalism that exploded

in Germany under th fascin4tion exerted by a flitler, not

only such omiel aberrationz, but 1.o L1-1(: Lnd171tua1 aberra—

tions that lel July to leclare th„lt very commonly psycho-

neural diserler is connected with problems of a bzisically

urelig13us" ck)aracter, In brief, there is a dimension to

human 3xpexiinee that taAes man b,qon,-,, tae domesticated,

eammon sphere, in Ivhich a spade is just a spade.,

In corres,)ondence witn -.hat strange dylamic cotl:pinmat

of sensitive living, there if, the ()Ix:Tines& of inquiry

and reflnIctior	 th3 paradoxical	 inknoun" of un-

4ua'3ti(y1:). such din.i'ltoi but, in a sewies indeter-

minate dyniclism is what we have called ftnality.But whither

fivality heads, is a guntion that rlcoivrn countless an-

swers, pragmatic or c)neeptual, naturalistic, humanistic,

or religious, enthusiastically po3itiv3 or militaltly nega-

tive,

Seventhly, since metaphIstes is restricted to

the domain of proportionate being, it will acknowledge the

fact of finality and determine its general' characteristics,

But it vonld be st,pping b;:yond the limits,pf its competence
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if it did not leave to further and distinct inquiries the

determination of the precise oll-iotive towards which final—

ity may in fact be leading, For there are claims that that

goal is transcondant, that it lies outside thl realm of

proportionate being; 611,1 -vihether or not such eLaims are

justified, cannot be settleri within the limits of an 'in-

quiry that simply prescinds from all questions concerning

transcendent

Eighthly, it does not follow that metaphysics

will have nothing to say on the subject of mystery and myth,

For at least in our usage of the tern, finality means not a

future event but a present fact, not the ultimate result of

tendency but 1U,- past and present unfoldinK, Nor is that

unfolding merely a possible topic of inetao'nysical considera-

tion, for it is interwoven with the very genesis of meta—

physics, with the process in which the mind of man moves

from a latent through a problematic to an explicit meta-

physical view.
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l.2	 The Genesis of Adequate Self-Knowledge

For an explicit afid adequate metaphysics is a

corollary to explicit an=1 adequate self-knowIedre. It

follows upon the affirmation of oneself as a unity of

empirical, intelligent, ariJ rational consciousness, upon.

the heuristic definition of being that reveals intelli-

gent and reasonable affirmation to be knowledge of reality,

upon the account of objectivity, as experiential, normative,

absolnte, and principal, that strips counter-positions of

their apparent plausibility, f10-,.4ever„ such adequate self-

knowledge can be reached by man only at the sumlit of a

long ascent. roc self-knoaedge involves a self-objectifi-

cation an0 before man can contemplate his own nature in

precise but hicjay difficult concepts, he has to Irving the

virtualities of that natuna into the light of day. In the

present tork this was achieved by our study of inv,ight as

activity, for mhat we mean by a unity of empirical, intelli-

gent, an rational conscimasness, has to be gathered from

our study of insight in nuthematics, in classical and

statistical science, in cmnmon sense and its fourfold . bias,

in the ambiguity of things and 'bodies, and in the reflective

understanding that leads tc)judgment. But such a study

would not be possible without the prior development of the

sciences and the long clarification of more general issues

by philosophic inquiries wad detetes. Nor would the scien-

tific and philosophic deveLopmerts themselves have been

possible without a prior wrolutima of language and litera-

ture an vIthout tae security and leisure generated by



technological,, economic, and political advance.

Still this conditionine of metaphyeics by self-

knowledge and of self-knov,ledge by human development does

not imply that self-ketowledge and metaphysics are not

attempted until a sufficient human development is attained

to ensure their accuracy and adequacy. On the contrary,

from the start there is present and operative the latent

metaphysics canteeined in the dynamic structiere of all human

knowing which, if' it is hunan, is constituted by experience,

by undereteelde::, and by a reflective "Yee or 'Ton. Similar-

ly, from L,1 tot there 13 preeent and operative the em-

pirically, ixItelligently, and rationally conscious subject,

What is lacking is the appropriate set of conceptual de-

finitions and linguistic exprcs 'ions in hich the triply

conscious subject could convey to himself and to others what

it is to be a 'human knower and what such knov.ing implies in

the known. ?bat is lacking is the cultural milieu, habituated

to the use of abstract cemeepts, and trained in the techniques

that safeguard their employment. hat is lacking is a criti-

cal awareness of the polymorphism of human consciousness, of

the alternative formulations of discoveries as positions or

as counter-positions, of the momentum of positions for devel-
oeseL

opment of the goal of counter-positions in reversal. Most ofite
all, that is lacking is knowledge of all thet is lacking

and only era.lually is that knowledge acquired,

So it is that each new venture, each not success

and failure, la the history of man provides an objectifying

revelation of mats capacities and limitations, a contribu-

tion to his self-knowledge, and a  premise from which, perhaps*

b' SO=:teowizber
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sore item of netaphysical import may be gleaned, Ilan

knows hilsell 1i tile intertsobj.lctive conrmity of which

he is luct c pal-ti in the support aria opposition the

community fi_nis in its onveloring viorld of sense, in the

tools of its. lacking, in the rites awl ceremonies that at

once occupy its 'leisure, vent its psycilic av..areaess of

cosmic siglificance, e.7press Its incipient grasp of uni-

versal order aril its standa:?rls of praise ,:.nd blame. jtill

there is ai tei lion bc,,t-vteen the omit-mini by ni the individ-

ual, betwaen 7,111 old initiatives that nrouch coon accep-

tance hav 1c1ple inertial rou.tines and, on tho °tiler hand,

the capaettios of individuals constituted by successive

higher integrations thz.,A; are riot sta'.;ie systemz but sys-

tens on the mio-ve. And if	 9rox1ma e ef!:'ect of this

'tension it; saA.al	 tho o1 tovR:rds rhich it tends

curfulatively is Lir. a.11,,trialoss 41'1,1 art ever more distinct

forinuLt!.on	 mturo of the originating subject. Co

the st.orle s of tie gods yield -to the Idor.e human stories

of the heroes; th.o epic that celebrates a collective past

yields to ;a cliramr.,. that portrays Liants trabic situation;

song becomes a more personal lyric; practical techniques

open the vvy to imix,hts into nature; social p:.-oblems

invite social. reflection; rh.etoricians and sophists call

forth logic; and the cosmic 7;thale sum-ions philosophy to

venture on its speculative way.

A long h.istory, then, is involved in the genesis

of wants self-lc:Icy:A.:edge, But metaphysics is a corollary to

self-knowledge, and so there is a parallel history to the

genesis of mataDhysics, And as metaphysics is not; uncon-

.	 0
0
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corned with its own genesis, so it cannot prescind

entirely from the historical phenomena of mysteries

ani myths.
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1.3	 lizAteSoss

..11C0.44...) taottitn

Just as an explicit ani adequate metaphysics

is to be reached by grasping an(1 formulating, the integral

heuristic structure of our knowing and its proportionate

known, so the hypothetical introduction of blind spots

into the structure has the interestink.: consequence of re-

vealing the c;.,tegori.es not only of inadequate philosophies

but also, in the limit, of mythic consciousness,

Thus, bufore the distinction between positions

and counter-positions is drawn clearly- and distinctly, it

is act possible to formulate an accurate ari i. universally

applicable criterion of reality and of real distinctness.

This lack of a general criterion does not moan that an

will be unable to hit things off corre.ctly in particular

cases, For as long as an operates intellently and rea-

sonably, he will succaed in every particular case in deter-

mining what is and irina.t is not real atal which realities

are distinct. But it is not uncommon for other desires to

interfere with the uurolding of the detached an.: disin-

terested desire to 1,...now, and the result of such inter-

ference will be error about reality and about real differ-

ence. In this fashion, the real sometimes is what is to be

known throqith raasonable affirmation, aa.72 sometimes It is

what cr.in be really real only if it Is ',already out there no

*On this issue pidlosophies can straddle, as did Cartesian

dualism, or choose one of th alternatives, as did.

rationalism an,1 ernpfri.cism respectively, or reject both,

as did Kantian criticism. However, the issue itself Is as
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old as the polyrnor*ism or h-iman consciousness. If it

has occupied en extremely prominent position in molern

philosophy, it bedeviled medieval nought rith problems

of Universals atl of dis tilictions and, in a still less

distinct form, it underlay the oppositions betveen the

old Greek nature-philoso-phers and the Pythagoreans, flora.-

clitus and the Eleatic so Platonists and_ Aristotelians,

atomists an Stoics, If th ) history of philosophic reflec-

tion has been a prolonged clarificLition of the issue, there

occurred human inquiry arid reflection before philosophy

became a distinct branch of human knolledge. In that still

earlier period, there coTald ant1 in fact did occur sudden

flashes of philosophic acumen and profundity, such as /nay

be illustrated by Ikhnatoni s concern with being and its

ground, Still th,J flashes were no more than flashes for,

while man always was intelligent and reaslnable, also it

always was true that the insights and judgments of the

individual can be communicated successfully and perma-

n.ently to otl..,.:rs only in the measure that the community

has accurol,ted the prior, presupposed insights and has

developed th techniques for their dissemination and pre-

servation. So it is that pre-philosophic mentality tends

to straddle unconsciously and confusedly the problem of

reality, The real is know by the rational "Yes"; but the

real also must be imaginabLe; and since imac,ination is

ever fluid, the real attkims th• stability of reality only

when it is named. Similarly-, real difference is to be know'

by coinparative negations; hut mere judgments are not enough;

there also must be differen.t images and different names!

Metaoh7filcs as Dialectic
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and, inversely, differences in image an in name can re-

sult in an ac&oviledgement of diffe rent realities.

This brings us to the confines of mythic

consciousness which operates tit'nout the benefit of dis-

tinctions that L re genera ted only by the critically re-

flective rrocess that is arare of my th an goes beyond it.

Mythic consciousness experiences and Imagines, understands

and judges, but it does not distinguish between these

activities, and so it is Incapable of guiding itself by

the	 tht 	• impalpable act of rational assont is

the necessary aril sufficient condition ror knorledge of

reality. For it, the real is the object of a sufficiently

integrated and a sufficiently intense flow of sensitive

representations, feelings, Ixords, axid actions, Contrary

judgments break the integration, but contrary jegments

have a palpable ground only in t h e. sphere of common, famil-

iar, domesticated reality, in which trial and error exer-

cise their pragmatic control. But contrary judgments have

no palpble grol.‘nd when unanalysed consciousness is orien-

tated into the strange realm of the ',known unknown". Then

there becomes operative, without Kantiari reservations, the

Kantian scheme of the category of reality, namely, the

real is to be affirmed when there occurs a suitable filling

of the empty, a priori, forms or sensibility. As the un-

critical scientist builds for himseaf a universe constituted

by tiny, imaginable knobs or by a sponge-vortex ether, so

the myth-maker builds himself a mom, vital and more im-

pressive world, Is for the uncritical seientist, so for
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the myth-makers, their respective worlds are "real". A

Kantian would point cmt that really this reality is only

phenomenal, but the possibility of this correction lies

on the deeper ground that the criterion of the real is the

act of judgment issuing from a grasp of the virtually un-

conditioned. And the Rene criterion must be invoked if one

cares to argue that the myth-maker or the uncritical scien-

tist did not possess a suitable filling for the empty forms

of his sensibility.

Next, an adequate metaphysics must distinguish

not only positions and counter-positions but also explana-

tion tired descriptionehloreovr, the explanatory viewpoint

can be adopted, only Le counter-positions are rejected and

positions accepted. For explanation relates things to one

another; it includes by  a remote and general implication

all relations of the sensible to senses and of the imagin-

able to imaginations wader the broad and comparatively un-

differentiated category of the relations of thines to one

another; it drops from consideration the knower as a spec-

tator of the real eiel makes him an inconspicuous item in

the real that is affirmed. But so fine a detachment, so

rigorous a disinterestedness, is a sheer leap into the void

for the existential subject. His concern is for things as

related to him. He is quite intelligent; he is eager for

insight; but the insight he wants is, not at all the grasp

of a sTetem of terms defined by their intelligible relations

to one another, but the grasp of intelligibility in the

concrete presentations ofbhis own experience.

Now I am no opponent of insight into the con-

j
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crete pre.-sontations of °nets on experience, But I ould

note th0... all tl-le explaining is daft° by the insight and

that, unLes. orire listl-nguislics between the insi ht and

the presentations, then one is ope ii to the blunder of

attributing an explanatory- poTer to the presentations

and even to v-:sociated feel ings and emotions. One can

..know exactly the contribution :made by the insight by

having recourse to concepts, to abstract formulations,

to the utterance: of terras arid relations with the terms

fi:xing thte relations era thc-. relations implicitly defin-

ing the terns. But if one eraploys this procedure, one is

involved in the explanatory viewpoint; an if on rejects

the explanatory viewpoint, c•ne is without any defence

against the tendency to rogard as explanatory what merely

is an Item to be explained,

!for is thc,, aaager of such a tendency remote,

For vihat else is at. the root of anthropomorphic projections?

Vie have fooled tile abstract intelligibility of space and

tine to Lie in the invariants of the. geometry employed in

a verified physics, But if ane insists that going beyond

concrete insights is a desertion of reality, a flight to

meta-physical niake—belleve„ than one cannot rise above ones

personal, spatio-ternporal frame of reference and one can—

not distinguish betwen the intelligibility immanent in

that frame and mere sensitive familiarity with directions

and -,,vith the lapse of time, 'Without such a distinction,

objective space and time are credited not only with the

intelligibility of the frame but also with our feelings,

Ails we feel the gravitatioasi. field to be directed from
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above to below, so a man at the antipodes would lave to

move about like a fly walking OA the coiling of a room.

As we make decisions and then produce resaltsp so causes

are before effects, and a first cause necessarily and ex-

clusively is first in time. Causality cannot be merely an

intelligible relation of depenlence; it has to be explained

and the explanation is reached by an appeal to the sensa-

tion of -muscular effort and to the image of al trans-

mission ot7 effort through contact. So universal causality

is a pervasive fate, linking all things at once, keeping

the wandering stars to their strange courses awl, by the

Same stroke, settling for astrologers the destinies of

gen. Things have properties, but their properties are not

conjugates, implicitly defined by verified laws, but sensi-

ble qualities that can be detached and3 reassembLed to enable

.aldhemists to transform base metals into gold. Besides

the properties, there are the things but they are con-

stituted, not so much by their intelligible unity (What

could that mean?), but by their capacity to occupy space

and endure through time; thy are "bodies". Finally, me

is confronted with the antimonies of nothine less than pure

reasaa when one asks how space and time can be infinite or

If they are not, then that is outside space and what is

before tine.

There is as well the inverse fallacy. Just as

anthropomorphic projection results from the addition of

our feelings to the content of our insights into things,

so subjective projection results when we interpret the words

and deeds of other men by reconstructing In ourselves their

ii
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experience malitincritic\ally adding our intollactual view-

points which th Jo not share. The error or this procedure

promptly comes iiolight when we have to deal t!,ith those

whom we interpret in this fashon. The strip-iger turns out
,

to be strange wh'prOe find that his mentality is not the

same as our own. visit to tAH :le-At village, to the bor-

dering country, o a different continent, leads first to

amusement at the afddity of the inhabitants LiJld ultimately

to despair over their incomprehensibility. Hut we cannot

travel into the pEet, So fathers are misTmierstood by their

sons an each century by the succeeding century, As the

data assembled by historical research accumalLte, insights

are revised continuously in accord with th;! necrete pro-

cess of lewning. But besides the revisions forced by fur-

ther data, tiro also are th,) revisions due to the advent

of new i11ve3t1ators, for history is rewritten not only

by each nay; culture but also by each stage of progress

and decline in each culture. or is there any escape from

such relativism as lang as men cling to the descriptive

viewpoint, Common sense succeeds in understamding things

as related to us only because it is experimental; it deals

with things with which it is familiar; its insights are

guides in concrete activity; its mistakes promptly come

to light in their unpleasant effects. But if' one would step

beyond the marrow confines in eihich the procedures of com-

mon sense are successful, one has to drop the descriptive

viewpoint awl adopt a viewpoint that unasiemmally is ex-

planatory, No doubt, there can be no histoly without data.,
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without documents, without the. monuments that hz.ive sur-

vived destruction and d,Icay. But ev.-.1t	 on,.? sslynses the

data o L e•lplote, a tht there 1.5... iJvallnble a cinoma

Of past ;.'c.3 'lc, a sound-track of past words, an innlr re-

onactucat o*," rm.:A	 ss e!ioti_ons, an seritimentss

3 t13.1 there rcrt,Elins to be terminf.?(1 some :Approximation to

the insiErits and judgiron ts• the beliefs aril (.2ec isionst

that made tho'e words att,1 derlds, those feclims and send,-

meats) th actiNities of a more or less intelligent and

reasonzIble	 irit9rer.Aation of th. rst j tihr.) re-

covery or the viewpoint of the put; an that recovery,

as opposed to mere subjective prop:lotions, cz.in be reached

only by grail:111;1e .:r.r..actly what a vi.owloint iss tmot,:. view-

points develop, what clialcctical laws go'fern tboir histor-

ical unfolding.

If one cannot claim that th.). explanitorT viewpoint

established in the hunan scinceso if there is a note of

Optimism in 17.11.:, assortion thAt its position is' secure in

the naturid !--.-!ionces• than the incompleteness of our own

victory	 sub2ec ti ye an:1 anthropoworthic profr,ttions

Should maltu us understand how rife, a3most h.ov inevitable,

.those fanatics ,,,ore before sciencl	 philosap'rly existed

as distinct forms to give a concretl mea7Ang tco the oxplana-

tOry viewpoint. If counter-positions today Lead non to re-

fuse to dist.:ni:Tuish sharply bet',:non experience arid inslitto

betv:een threir own 1n1hts and those of others j at 1st

thlore thu1d bo no difficulty in reaching zir,: ot2nor basic

feature of primitive mentality. For the primitive not only

lacks rrtaivdes of s.uc,oe:,Isful inplemontation or th	 xplana-
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tory viewpoint but also lacks the techniques of mastery

and control that the study of grammar imparts to the use
CIA"a•

f mords, the study of logic to tha communication of thought,

The primitive cannot begin to distinguish accurately be-

tween what he knows by experience and -what he knows inas-

much as he understands. His understanding of nature is

bound to be anthropomoruhic and his understanding of' man

is fettered by his inability to conceive other men with a

mentality different from his on.

Finally, as an ;-plequate metaphysics demands

sharp :1 s ti; let tans betvie,m positions and counter-position s

and betvieQn explanation and description so also it de-

mands a firm grasp of the heuristic and progressive char-

acter of human intelligence. Before man actually under-

stands, he anticipates and seeks to understand. That an-

ticipation implies that there is something to be known by

understanding. It is fruitful in the measure that it leads

eventually through partial insights and further questions

to an adequate grasp of the speculative or practical issue

in hand. But the anticipation, instead of being fruitful,

may be the source of illusions, Knowledge that there is a

nature can be mistaken for knowledge of what the nature is.

Socrates! great discovery that he did not know is not with-

out its ambiguities, for it is one thing to understand in

a concrete, comuon sense fashion, and it is quite another

to be able to formulate one's understanding coherently in

general terns . The victims of fiocratest persistent ques-

tioning could not find an adequate formulation. for what

they felt they understood; to be embarrassed by the
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questimtng, they must at least have understood hor to

employ the names of the objects that mere under scrutiny;

but between an understanding of verbal usage and an under—

standing of what names denote, there is a large and

commonly obscure gap in which the heuristic anticipation

of insight can pass muster for the occurrence of insight

and'the partial insight for mastery.

It is through this gap that there proudly

March th,7! speculative gnostic awl the practicial magician,

They anticipate scientific understanding of what things

are and how results are to be produced., They anticipate

the pure scientist's preoccupation with embers and the

apeliel scientist's preoccupatim vsrith tools. They are

necessary factors in the dialectical development of

human intelligence, for without their ee;ipearance and their

eventual failure men would not learn the necessity of

effective criteria for determining When adequate insight

actually ha  occurs:ed. But because their efforts are

prior to the discovery of those criteria, because their

pure desire to know is not contrasted with all their

other desires, beeatigs names and heuristic anticipations

can be mistaken for insights, because partial insights

have the same generic character as full understanding,

because the satisfaction of understanding can be mimicked

by an air of profundity, a glov of self—importance, a

power to command respeetful attention, because the attain-

ment of insight is a hidden event and its content a

secret that does not admit communication, because other
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Men worship mid erstanding but are not secure enough in

thoir on possession of It to challenge, Is taken claims,

-di) magician enrd then the gnostic have their day,
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1. 4 4- II	 a It24_12ataigall

As the foregoing analysis implies, mythic ccm-

sciousness Is the absence of self-lamowledge, and myth is

a consequence of mythic consciousness as meta2hysic5 Is

a corollary of self-knowledge. Myth., then, and metaptrirtics

are opposits. For myth recedes anl metaphysics advances

in the pil!snre that the counter-positions are reject"

that the attempt to understand things as related to us

gives way to the effort to understand them as related to

one another, that effective criteria become availaVie for

determining the occurrence and the adequacy of understand-

ing. As myth and metaphysics are opposed, so also thv are

related dialectically. For myth is the product of an un-

tutored desire to understand and formilate the nature of

things. That desire is tho root of all science and philoso-

phy. Only by the mistaken unfolding of that desire has man

learnt how to avoid the pitfalls mad guard against the

dangers to which its unfolding is exposed. So it is that

by a dialectical relationship, of which it is not ammo

myth looks forward to its own negation and to the meta-

physics that is all the more cnnsciously true because it

is also th conoious rejection of error.

Because myth has a permanant basis in the poly-

morphism of human consciousness) there is a permanent task

oÍ overcoming myth by metaphysics and it takes two nrns.

Or the one hand, philosophic attempts to defend comater-

posItions cannot but regard the notion of being as the

root of myth and the metaphysical analysis of being as an
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extension of scientific techniques into the dormin of

myth: for if the real is not being or if being is not the

intelligently grasped ang reasonably affirmed, then being

is my-thical, the possibility of metanhysics is precluded,'

and the conclusions of Dr. Tillich unavoidable. (See

Die Religion in Geschichte and Gegenwart, art, Mythus,

2nd ed., Tubingen 1930, 4: 367), On the other hand, out-

side tho field or philosophy, there is the proll,s_em of

human development that arises with each new gelleration.

Because men do not 0.eve1op intellectually or, if they dos

because thly become involved in counter-positions, they

cannot b.:?. cltalt with on the basis of intelligence and rea-

son; but	 raaKes it all the easier to deal vith them

on a- e sensi live level, to capture their ima.anations, to

whip up their emotions, to lead them to action. Poly€..r in

its highest form is power over men, and the successful

malKer of myths has that poxer within his reach arid grasp,

But)clearly, if an adequate metaphysics can do something

to overcome philosophic misinterpretations of the notion

of myth, it needs to he extended into a philosophy of

education and the education has to be made effective be-

fore there earl be exorcized the risk of adventurers climb-

ing to power through sagacious myth-making,

Õ )
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1.5
	 liztialtatAasmiz

In deference to the cotiaaonly pejorative

meaning attached to the name, myth, we have ideatified

mythic consciousness with the counter-positions, with

the inability or refusal to go beyond descriptirm to ex-

planation, and with tae lack or neglect of effective

criteria for passtag ju.Onents on anticieations anq acts

of understanding. But this is only part of the picture.

Even within a highly developed culture it remains true

that, as Quintiliaa renerked, uaene ormle (mod dicimus

metaehora eql. Not only are words thcmselves seasible but

also their initial meaning commonly is sensible. By an

unperceie:ed series of transformations this initial meaning

gradually ie changed until the primary reference to sen-

sible oLj:.e-ts u I actions is submeed or forgotten and

from that h4Alen stem there branch out, often tl bewilcier—

ing variety, a :3at of other meanincs that to a greater or

Less extent transcend the sensible plane,

flowerer, this process has its conditions.

Words are vocal tools of corlemication. Their use occurs

when a spe aker or writer communicates his thoughts or

judgments or decisions to listeners or readers, They are

effective tools only in the measure that the speaker or

writer correctly estimtes the cultural development of

listeners or readers and chooses just the words that have

a meanlne for them, So one can distinzufsh between philo-

sophic language, a scientific or mathematical language, a

MD-toot-note to line 11: An accurate statement on initial nleanino:s mould
be much more complex. See S. K. Lancer. Feelinr. and
Form. New York 1953. pm 237 ff.
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literary language, and a language of the people. One can

go oa to introluco subeivisions Within these categories;

for each ,ehllosoehic school has its on language: liffer-

ent sciences in their successive formulations awl differ-

ent levels of mathematics have different technical terms;

literary speech and writing vary in their walth of over-

tones of allusion and suggestion, in their consciousness

of commonly unconscious metaphor, in their esteem or con-

tempt for univocal meaning and linear discourse; and the

language of the people varies with locality, with occupa-

tion, with a proud sense or tradition or with a vital

openness to change.

Nov if a philosopher were required to speak

to a literary group or a scientist to speak to the people,

he would begin by insisting that the task as impossible.

He would point ont that the proposec', audience did not share

his interests; he vould add that it took him years to learn

what h eiows and that the process of learning cannot be

telescoped: he would complain that, once a philosophic or

scientific notion has been communicated successfully, it

seems absurd to continue to employ an enormous literary or

popular circumlocution instead of introducing a single

technical tern; he would urge that the process of learning

itself is clogged when combinations of technical terms are

replaced by combinations of unwieldly circumlocutions.

Still the first philosophers and the first scientists were

under the necessity either of remaining silent or of con-

municIting with ordinary people in ordinary language, They
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had to excite interest wind sustaimattention. They had to

commzand confUence. Thy had to impart thrl notion of learn-

ing and obtain v,illingness to learn, They had to bring

about the transformations of meanings that change the

reference of words from tho sensible to the intelligible

and the rational, and they had to do this not only without

the aid of grammar and philology, rhetoric and logic, but

even without the very names of those disciplines and so

without the tools that would onable them to explain to

themselves or to others precisely rhat they were doing.

It would seem, then, that to the contrasts be-

tween myth aal metaphysics, mythic consciousness and

self-knowledge, there must be added a further contrast be-

tween my thic expression and developed expression, For just

as it is true that near17 all we say is meqaphor, so also

it is true that metaphor is revised awl contracted myth

and myth is aaticipated and expanded metaphor, If the

philologist can take the words we  use and work berekwards

from our meaning throulth a series of other meanings to the

Initial meaning of the root, there must have existed a

series of discoveries of new meanings; as long as such dis-

coveries were merely expmnsions of existing viel±points,

the ner meanins could he commaniceted by employing old

words outside their customary contexts; but whenever the

discoveries ushered in new viewl2oints, a more elaborate

procedare was required to effect the comnunicatian. So the

parables of the Gospels recall the experiences and pro-

pound the images that Lend to insight into that is meant

by the Kingdom of God. So Plato in his dialogues intro-
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duces myths to convey insights and judgments and evalua-

tions that v:ould seem strange an! novel, But t-.11 same

technique can be employed for the same purpose without

the technique itself becoming an object of investigation

and analysis, of reflection anl evaluation, and then its

use is unaccompanied by the announcement that what is said

Is merely a parable or merely a myth, because it cannot

be accorlphiel by an explanation of that is meant by the

mere parabl or A,3 mere myth. Thln the wise man speaks

his ridlles anA thoughtful listeners are left to wonder

and ponder vemt he means,

There is than an allegorical aspect of myth, It is

an aspect that emerges when myth is conceived as a solu-

tion to a prablem of expression, Moreover, it is an aspect

that rms counter to those on vhich hitherto we have mainly

For .a nroblem of expression arises inasmuch as the

mytil-InMcer is endeavoring to transcend the countor-posi-

tions, inasmuch as he is trying to turn attention from the

sensible to the intelligible, inasmuch as he has rNiched

a viewpoint that current modes of expression cannot convey.

We have described myth as an untutored effort of the desire

to law to grasp ancl formulate the nature of things. In

the measure that such an effort tries to free itself from

its fetters, myth attains an allegorical significance.
0
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1.6	 The Notion of 14vstery, 

Besides myth there is mystery, Man's unanswered

questions confront him with a nknown annownn, and that con-

frontation may. not be dodged, The detached and disinterest-

ed desire to know is unr,stricted; it flings at us the

name of obscumntists if 70 restrict It by alloTing other

desire to interfere with its proper urifplding; an while

that unfolding can establish that our naturally possible

1.;:no•le is :restricted, this restrictIon on possible attain-

mat is not a restriction on the desizio itself; on the con-

trary, the question whether attainment is in all cases

possible pl - lses the fact that in all eases attainment

is deix%id. lor.ol:rer, this uarestrictld openness cif our

intelligence ;.el reasomblcvass not only is tile cnncrete

operator of our intellectual development but also is

accompanied by a oorresponlhig operator that delply and

roverfully holds our s-3nsitive i:t.J.?gratIons open to trans-

forming chanre, Man by nature is orientated into mystery,

and naturam exoellas "'woe. tamen 114110 recurrtt.

Though the field of rLw,tery is c ntracted

by the advance of knowleige, it cannot "be elimtlatcili from

taman living. There al-ways is th further question, Though

metaphysics can grasp the structure of possible science

and the ulthmate contolrs of proportimile bging, this con-

centration only servos to put more el_oarl:y and distinctly

the question of transcendent b2ing.Axd if that question

meets rlth a;:a7ers, rill not the afimers give rise to

further c)i stions?
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Morov1r, the advance of knovledge is through

antieiptel or achieved erplanation. But explanation does

note,ive an a home. It reveals thins In their relations

to one another through the complex symbols of mathematics,

the cumbrous technical terns of science, the bloodless

ballet of metaphysical categories. H:ven if one does not

revolt at the very notion that in that fcishion man is to

contemplate reality as explained, at least one has to admit

1) that the world of pure Once anl of metaphysics is

somehow very different from the world of poetry aryl of

comnon sense, 2) that tile apprehension of explanatima

stands in opposition ani tension rith the flow of the

sensitive presentations, of the feelings mad emotions, of

the talking Lull doing that hnnm the palpable part of our

living with persons anl OUT aealing mith things, 3) that

as explanation is reached through description., so it must

be applied concretely IT tanning from explanation back to

the descriptive world of things for us, an therefore

4) that maals eNplanatory self—knowledge can become effec—

tive in his concrete living only if the content of system—

atic insights, the direction of judgments, tile dynamism

of decisions can be mnbodied In images that release feeling

and emotion and flow spontaneously into deeds no less than

words.

The achievement, then, of full understanding and

the attainment even of' the totality of correct judgments

would not free man from the necessity of dynamic images

that partly are symbols and partly are signs. This necessity

naither supposes nor implies the commmniypelerative meaning
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of myth, for it remains despite complete and fully cmn-

scious rejection of counter-positions, of thf2 attempt to

confine explanation within a descriptive mould, of gnostic-

ism and of magic, It is a necessity that has its ground

in the -very structure of man's being, in which intellectual

activity is a higher integration of the sensitive flew and

the sensitive flow is a higher integration of organic per-

formance . To such tnLes, then, let us i:ive the name of

mysteries. For if that is an ambiguous nano, if to some

it recalls Eleusis an*amothmce awl to others the centur-

ies in vhich the swings awl deeds of Jesus were the object

of preachln and of reverent contemplation, still that very

ambiguity is extremely relevant to our topic.

For our inquiry has swun around in a circle,

Vie began from the compound category of mystery and myth ,

re isolated, first, a pejorative meaning in which mythic

consciousness is th,. lack of se1f4cnowledge awl myth the

opposite of metaphysics, 'We note, secondly, a problem of

expression that would arise inevitably in the process from

ignormacc to knowledge, and there we reconized the possi-

0	 bility of an allegorical aspect of myth. Thirdly, we have

found that even, adequate self-knowledge and explicit meta-

physics may contract but cannot eliminate a uknown unknown'',

0
	 and that they cannot issue into a control of human living

vithout being transposed into dynamic imees which make

se:risible to human sensitivity 7dlat human intelligence

reaches for or !rasps. But tilis brirGs us back to the

compound cata-)Ty from yhich we beean, Because human under.

standing anl jul6Aent, decision and belief, are the higher         

;CT
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integration of sensitive contents and activities, the

origin, the expression, and the application of intelli-

gent and rational contents and directives lie in the sen-

sitive field. Because the integratin• activities of the

intellectual level and the interated activities of the

sensitive level form a dialectical unity In tension, it

follows 3) that thf) intellectual activities are either the

proper unfolding of the detached and disinterested desire

to know or else a distorted unfolding duo to the inter-

ference of other desire and 2) that the sensitive activi-

ties, from which intelloctual contents emerge and in which

they are represented, e:teressed, awl applied, either are

'involved L1-1 th mysteries of the proper unfolf2ing or dis-

tort these mycteries into uyths, Becauf.,e an develops in

se1f-knoviLe4;e, he distThguishes between his sensitive and

intellectual activities with increasing sharpness and ex-

actitude ani grasps with ever greater precision their in-
&Lai

tep±yelaUons and iatereependence; and sohadvance in

self-knouledge implies an increasing consciousness and

deliberateness and effectiveness in his choice an use of

dynamic in: :es, of mottos and slogans, Finally, this a/-

vance tmplies, not any rationalist sublation of both

mystery and myth, but simply a disnlacement of thl sen-

sitive representation of spiritual issues. Because couater-

positimas head to their on reversal and myths are groumded

in counter-positicms„ sooner or later every myth is dis-

credited Because man cannot renounce intelligence or re-

pudiate rasonableness, every occsionSon Alich a myth

is discrelitedi is also an opportunity for man to advanme 

0 
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towards a profounder self-kaowledge, a more exact grasp

of science and metaphysics, and a more conscious use of

arystery purified of myth, Becatise the union of sensitive

arid intellectual activities is a unity of opposites in

tension, because the dorninion of the detached an disin-

terested desire constantly- Ls challenged, the elimination

of one myth tends to colncide Tith the genesis of another

aid the advance of science and philosophy implies merely

that the later myths will be complemented md •let'ended

by appropriate philosophies anlmade effective through

the discoveries of science and the inventions of technology.

Lo we are brought to the profounl disillusion-

sent of molern man and to the focal point of his horror. Fie

had hoped through knowledge to ensure a development that

was always progress and never decline. he hils di s covered

that the advance of human vnowledge is ambiwlent, that it

pluces in man's hands stupendous poer without necessarily

adding proportionate wisdom aad virtue, that the fact of

advance and the evidence of poer are not guarantees

•	 of truth, that myth is the permanent alternative to mys-

tery and mystery is what his hybris rejected, *

* Foot-note.	
Mecause of thol.r consonance with the

present analysis I would draw at',..ention to Miroea

MIMI) Iinarea et 	(Paris : Gal limard , 1952)

and his more maple layLit,,112.11Ao.L.A...L.r e	 3. to

(Par.o2 Payot , 1948 an 1953),     

0
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Thq Notion of Truth

The real issue, then, is truth, Though it

has concerned, us ail along, it itl1 not be amiss to

bring together at lezst th,-: main points made on differ-

ent occasions arrl in different chapters, Accordingly,

we distinguish 3.) thsa criterion of truth, 2) the defini-

tion of truth, 3) till) ontology of truth., 4) truth in

expressions 5) the appropriation of truth and 6) the

truth of interp:rotation,

0
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211.	 The Criterton of Trutll

The pro:;imato criterion. of truth is reflective

grasp of' t,ii virtually uncondftioned. B leause it proceeds

by rational necessity from such a grasp, tho act of judg-

ment is an actuation of rational vmsciousnesss and the

content of' julgtnnt has the stamp of th.e absolute.

Essentially, theal -because th.e content of judg-

ment is unconditioned, it Ls independen.t of the judging

subject. Essentially, again., Tational c onsciousness is

vhat issues in a proluct that is independent of itself.

Such is th.e raeo.nin;: of atsolute objectivity, an from it

there follows a public OT comnomi terrain through 7:hich

different subjects can ail do communicate and acree.

Concretely, however, hilc refl,,)cti.ve wrier-

standing grasps the vtrtually unconditiorwl, it Itself is

comdition::.?•1. 1:)y the occurrer.ce of otiv.?r comitional acts;

and 7hile th;.; cortte,nt of the judgment Is 1:rasped as un-

conditIon,Ftill that content either dwaands or rests

On the contents of experiences, insights , and other

judgments for its full clarificzition. This concrete

in.evitability of a context or other acts an,1 a context

of other contents is what necessitates the addition of

a remote to a proximate criterion of tzuth.

The remote criterion is the proper unfolding

of the detached and disinterested desire to }mow. In

nerative terms this pro2er un.folding is th,..). absence of

interference from other desires that. imhibit or reinforce

and in either case distort the guidanc4e given by the 

0
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pure desire. A mmre'positive account of ail matter, per-

haps, will be suggested by clarifying the differences he-

teen six terms, infallibility and certitude, certainty

and probability, ideal an actual frequency.

A frequency is a numerical ratio of oceurrenees

to occasions. An _.ctual frequency is r?.ached by colnting

both occurrgaces and occasions. An lieal frequency is a

numerical ratlo from rhich actual frequencies diverge

but do not do so sy2tematically. Finally, both actual mad

ideal frequencies may be affirmed or rlenied, and the

affirmation or denial may be :2er.tain or nTobable, It follows

that, vhile judgments are occurrences with actual frequen-

cies, while in principle their ideal frequencies might be

estimated or calculted,	 tho ideal frequency of a

judgment is on thing and its probability is mother. For

certain judgments admit an ideal frequency no less than

probable judgments; and if thl ideal frequency of the prob-

able jw!gment rere its probability, then the probability

of affirming Uac,t ideal frequency vould be art other ideal

frequency, so that an infinite regress would result,

Accordingly, the probability of a •ulrinent, like

the certainty of a judc[vent, is a property of its content.

If that emt-?nt coincides rith rhat is ilrasped as virtually

unconditoned, tin it is a certainty. But shat is grasped

as virtually =conditioned may be that a given content

heads towards the virtually unconditioned, and then the

content is a probability. On this analysis, every judgment

rests on a grasp of the virtually unconditioned, and the

probability of a probable judgment is a certainty. But the
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content grasped as virtually unconditioned may be coin-

cident with the content of the judgment or, on the other

hand, merely with the apnroximation of that content towards

an ideal content that ,nuld be virtually unconditioned.

However, Chore is a third sense of probability,

that is rev,dned by contrasting Infa1li1il1ty v,ith a cer-

titude that admits dff,:rces. A subject may _-rasp the vir-

tually unconditioned and yet may ask whether that fulfil-

meat of the proximate criterion of truth has been vititted

by subjective bitLs. Then there arises the question of the

remote criterion. The subject becomes more or less secure

or anxious about the genuineness of his inquiry anl re-

flection,	 further inquiry and reflection will in their

turn. be open to similar questioning. Mt is in doubt is

the subject himself, and all his efforts to rerove the

doubt will procreod from the same suspected source.

One component in th4s sltuation may be the
;

subject's fligka from the personal commitment involved

in juduient; another briay be a tempermmental inclination to

anxiety; but the objective issue is ti7-n habitual and actual

disinterestedness and detachment of the subjact in his

cognitional activities; and in resolving that issue fur-

ther considerations come into play.

Thus, ono may call upon the judgments of

others to support ace's orn. Detachment and disinterested-

ness are independent of circumstances, but bias, unless

It is general, tends to vary with circumstances. Hence,

certitudes may be strengthened by the agreement of others,

and this strengthening will vary with the numbers of those 

•••
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that agrees the diversity of their circumstances, the

consequent virtual elimination of inlividual and group

bias, n1. th,2 atp'!ence of any Ground for su.spocting general

bias,

Again, there are judgments that =press the con-

dition.s of possiblr truth or error, certal nty and probabili-

ty, detachment or distortion. To call therm into question is

to presuppose their validity, To suppose that they will be

revised is to postulLlte a fictitious reviser a_nd to strip

the *names revisions of its current meaning, In_ such cases

the subject is confronted with limiting structures that

carry their	 guarantee, He mEly fail in his formulation

of the less obvious limiting structures; he may eY:pect

other-s with grla.ter penetration of mind aa.! grog ter de-

t;Jcluilent of spirit to improve on the formulatioi . at rhich

he has arrived; but at least he has some grasp of the

principle of limitinz, structures an 	sm	 lr fOOthOid

against tt fc:ar of general bias,

There are, then, degrees of certitude an.d their

g.round lies behind the proximate criterion of to virtually

unconditioned in the more obscure region of tile remote

criterion. Only if this obl-,.cure region were to become com-

pletely clarified, either in facts or more radically, as

a matter of principle, would certitude reach the absolute

of infallibility.
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2.2	 Tile Definition of Truth

The definition of truth vits introduced implicit-

17 in our i.Lecount of the notion of being. For being was

ideriti fled with -what is to be known through intelligent

grasp anzl. reaslnable affirmation; but the only reasonable

affi.raWion is the true affirniation: and so being is what

is k.-.noc.'n truly, Inversely, then) knowing is true by its

reiati on to br.?inz, aril truth is a relation of knowing to

Plat is the relation? In the limitinc; cases

when the knowing is identical with the known) the relation

disappears to be replaced by an identity, and then truth

consists in ale absence of any difference whatever between

the krioreing arid the ::cnown being, In the general case, when

there is more than one knowni and one of these is a knower,
n?)

it is possiblo to formulate a set of positive anil of mr:a—

ti.ve comparative judEments and then to employ this set to

define implicitly such terms as subject, object, and the

p:riracipal notion_ of objectivity, Vithin this context -there

follows the trad_itional definition of truth as the con-

formity or correspondence of the subject's affirmations

arid negatious t what is and is not.
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The Ontological Aspect of Truth

he identification of being with the possible

cthjact of inquiry anl reflectin places a restriction on

'what being can be. From this restriction there

the major premisA of metaphysical method, namely, the

isomorphism that obtains between the structure of mar

knoming ari tM structure of its proportionilte knoma.

his isomorphism was elaborated in the chapter on the

elenents of metaphysics and it was clz_rified still further

them, in discussing what precisely was aemnt by the ae—

=its, we concluded to the intrinsic intelligibility of

being. For what is to be known by intelligence is that

is meant by the intelligible; 'being is what is to be

Imam by intelligence, and so it must be intelligible and

it cannot lie beyond the intelligible or differ from it;

moreover, one is confined to this view, for any other view

involves one in the counter—positions that become incoher—

ent when supposed to be grasped intelligently and affirmed

reasonably.

Ontological truth, then, is the intrinsic in-

telligibility of being. It is the conformity of being to

the conditions of its being knqwn through intellivnt in-

piry an. critical reflection. Moreover, it leads to a

distinction between material anl spiritual being, betveen

the intrinsically intelligible being that is not intelli-

gent and the intrinsically intelligible being that is

42
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intelligent, Since the difference between matter and

spirit can be shown to lie in the fact that tho material

is not intrinsically independent of the merely empirical,

residue while the spiritual is, there follows a closer

determination of the possibility of knowledge in terms

of natter and immateriality,

The general theorem is, then, the identifica—

tion with intrinsic intelligibility of 1) beings 2) unity,

3) truth in its ontological aspects and, as will appear

in the next chapter, 4) the good,
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2.4 	Truth and Expression

As knowledge rises on the three levels of

experience and imaginations understanding awl conception,

and reflection and judgment, so in expression there may

be distinguished three components. For as affirmative or

negative utterance, the expression corresponds to re-

flection and judgmmat. As a significant combinattm of

words, the expression corresponds to insight and concep-

tion. As an instrumental multiplicity, the expression

corresponds to the mmterial multiplicity of experience

and imaination.

This isomorphism of knowledge anl expression

is not to be mtstak1 for an identity. It is one thing
4.4.wet"

to sayLke4 aii1. another to judges for men can lie. It is

one thing to understand experionce an t another to hit

upon the happy an  etrective combination of phrases and

sentences. It is one thing to be rich in experience and

another to be fluent with words. To the judgnent of knot-

ledges expression adds an act of willing to speak truth-

fully or deceitfully, To the insight of knowledge, ex-

pression adds a further practical insight that governs the

verbal flow towards its end of comnunication. Finally, the

manifold of the presentations of sense and of the repre-

sentations of imavination is succeeded in expression by

the manifold of conventional signs.

If we have emphasized the distinction between

knowledge and expressions we have also to take into

account their intettpenetration. For coming to loom is    

0)       
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a process: it advances by stares in which inquiry' yields

insights only to give rise to further questions that

lead to furter insights and still further questions.

It each F:ti_70 of the process it is helpful to fir what

has been reahad and to formulate in some fashion what

remains to be sought. So expres5ion entors into the very

process of learning and the attainment of knovileigo tends

to coincide with the attainment of the ability to express

The inteWenotratian of Imorledge anl express/en

Implies a solidarity, almost a fusion, of the develop-

mat of knowledce and the development of languse.rords

axe sensible: they support and heighten tho resonance of

hmman intewubjectivityl the mere presonce of 	ther

releases in the dynamism of sensitive consiommens a

modification of tho flow of feelings and emotions„ 11116r9S

and memories, attitudes and sentimats; but words possess

their own retinues of associated representations and affects,

and so the addition of speech to presence brings about a

specialized, directed modification of interesubjective

reaction and response. Still, beylnd the psychelogy of

words, there is their meaning. They belong together in

typical patterns, and learning a language is a mattr,

first, of grasping such patterns and secondly, or gradualy

allowing the insights, by which the patterns are grasped,

to be short-circeited by a sensitive routine that permits

the attention or intelligence to concentrate on higher-

Level controls. Just as the concert pianist is not thinking
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of the place of middle C, so the speaker or writer is not

thinking of the meaning of his words, Rem teiLa...1.L,mzLoa,

seauentur, But these sensitive routines, these typical

patterns, are able to carry the meaning of yords only be-

cause initiall7 there occurred the insights that linked

words intelligibly not only id.th one another but also with

terms of meaning and with sources of meaning,

Thc-, relationships of vlords to one another is the

easiest to forn.lulte. Basic lexicography assigns each word

its meaninc, by quoting from accepted authors the types of

sentence in v.hicli the viord omurs. The mathematician, the

scientist, the philosopher employs the technique of im-

plicit definition_ (or Aristotelian. declaration by analogy)

to fix the meanin.g of his fondamental terms and relations.

Just as keowledge advances through accumulations of in-

sights to higher viewpoints, so also language advances from

a level of elementary meaninrs through higher viev:.-points

to ever more compendious vocal gestures. So we speak of

Platonism and A.ristotelianism„ of Christianity and Islam,

of .Renaissance and Reformation, of Enlightenment and

Revolution, of Science and Faith, but to say that we mean

by such words would call for volumes of other words,

rere rfords relatld only to other words, their

meaning would acver be more than verbal. But the mere fact

that a word can. occur in a sentence that is affirmed endows

it 'with a basic reference to the objective of intelligent

and rational consciousness, to being. Moreover, this basic

reference, which is the core of all meaning, admits
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differentiation and specialization. ?here are many words:

some wr.c substantival because they refer to intelligible

and concrete unities; some are verbal because they refer

to conjugate acts; some are adjectival or adverbial because

they refer to the regularity or rrequency of the occurrence

of acts or to potentialities for such regularities or fre-

quencies . Finally, since Ue,e development of lanolage fuses

with the developnent of :aloorledge, the meaning of words

not only depends upon the metaphysteta matrix of terms or

meaning but also ueon the exueric-eltiaa sources of meaning.

Prior to	 a;:illnuatory conjugetes„ defined by their rela-

tions to one another, there are the experiential conjugates

that involve a triple correlation of classified experiences,

classified contents of ewerience, and correspowling names,

The being to be known as an intelligible unity different-

iated by verifiable regularities and frequencies begins

by being conceived heuristically, ml then its unknown

nature Is differentiated by experiential conjugates,

. We are now, perhaps, in a positim to come

to grips with our problem, namely, the relation between

truth and expression. '.."e began by emphasizing the distinc—

tion between knowledge and its expression. But we followed

up this contentiaa with nm less insistence on the genetic

interpenetration of knowledge and Ian:Naga. Because of

this intowenetration there arises the conviction that,

while knoing and stating are distinct, still they run so

manli tovether that they are insepanabLe. What is known,

what is meant, and what is said, can be distinguished; but

the distinctions point moray to differences of aspect in
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what inevitably Is the same thing.

So it is that efforts to explatn what we

man sooner or latex, and soonor rather than later, end

with the global assertion that whet is meant is obvious

and neither needs nor admits any explanation, Bovever,

it is net difficult to introduce a crucial experiment that

re-establishes the quad' between knoalledge anr! expression.

For, after all, it is may a matter of common coincidence

that this gulf disappears, Commonly it does happen that

conversation occurs between people thct share the same

common sense, that aariting is diralcted to raaders that al-

ready understand in considerable detail the subject under

diacussion. But there also is communication between people

with different ha-bitual accumulations of inalzhts, between

teachers and pupils, betiaeen original thinkers and their

contemporaries, botmen tia.) great mon of the past and their

present readers. And then tha! greater the gap b treen the

Intellectual development of writer an reader, the more

stupendous can become the distinction between knowledge

and expression.

By way of illustration let us suppose that

a writer oroposes to communicate sone insight (A) to a

reader, Then by an insight ( B) the miter will grasp the

reader's habitual accuaulation of insights (C); by a fur-

ther insight (D) he aill grasp the deficiencies in insight

(E) that must be made up 0 before the reader can wasp the

insint (A); fiaaaly, th writer must roach a practical set

of iasights (F) that will govern his verbal flow, the

shaping of his sentences, their aaml;luation into paragraphs,.

c
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the sequence of' paragraphs in chaptersk and of rhapters

tn books. Clearly, this 9 rnctical insight (F) differs

notably from the insiOt (A) 	 bo ceprmnicated. It is

detnrintled by the insight (A) as its principal objective.

But it i s also determined ty the insiht (B) vhi eh settles

bothLwba t the writer need not explain and, no less, the

resources of language on which he can rely to secure

effectiv,9 counictzAtion. 'Flipther, it is determined by. the. ,

thsUnt 0) which fires a subsidiary goal that hat to be

attained if tile principal goal is to be reached. Finally,

the expressioa vIll Ìe a failure in the measure that in-

sights (B) and (0) miscalculate the habitual development

(C) and the relevant deficiencies (E) of the anticipated

reader.

It follows, then, that properly speaking •xTression

Is not true or false. Truth pertains to the judgmmt inas-

much as It proceeds fron a grasp of th virtually uncon-

ditioned, inasmuch as it conforms to the being it affirms,

and An.asrnuch as it demands an intrinsic intelligibility

In betng as a condition of the possibility of kno7ing.

Enpressions are instrurlental. They are relet,,Id to the

truth of kriowlei-;e. Similarly, they are related to the

moral triItn of the will that communicates knowledge. But

in themselves wcpressions are merely adeqoate or inadequate.

Mor,)over, in th tAneral case, the adequacy at

expressisom is not measured exclusively by its correspon-

dence with the knovdedge to be commaicated. That knowledge

sets a principal goal; it defines a central meaning. But

besides the principal goal, there can be a subsidiary
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goal;  besiles the central meaning, there can be a more or

less peripheeal meaning. For the speaker may be able to

convey what he viishes to say only if he first conveys

other insirhts that in one manner or another enable his

hearers to grasp the messaee with which he is concerned.

Further, adequacy is a variable standard. If

one has anything much to say, then one cannot say it all

at once. If one has any-thing very significant to say, tnma

probably one will not be able to ex2ress the whole of it

except to a rather specialized audience. Such limitations

restrict the adequacy vith vhic'e even onets principal

meaning is expreseed. But there are further limitations

on the adequacy Nith which euLordinate and peripheral mean-

ings are :cFr(ised. For one thing leads to eother. If in-
Wn0

sights (D) nlat	 companicated in order to communicete

insight (A), other insi4hts (G) may be needed to communi-

cate insights (D); in turn, insights (G) will need to be

preceded by insights (H), until one has said all one knows

and has discovered, perhaps, a few-points that one needed

to clear up for oneself. But human expression is never

com4ete expressima. It keeps It eye on the central mean-

ing; it expedites subordinate mad peripheral meanings by

lowering standards of adequacy to a sufficient approxima-

tion to the purpose in hand; an:il quite clearly, it cannot

add in a parenthesis this somewhat involved account of

the variable standard of adequate expre3sion.

Hveever, this account of the relation between

truth ELII expression rests on the position that truth re-

sides In tee internal act of judgment, of assenting or
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dissenting. But against every position there stends a

counter-position. It can be maintained that truth and

falsity reside not in the judgment) but in  tthe expressions

that if judgmants are true or false then that is so because

they agree with true or false expressions, that the public

or common field through which mn can colmunicate is not

an absolute, inlependent of all subjects because reached

through the virtually uncemditimned, tut siffply the at-

mosphere which, a we breathe It in, covIons so also we set

vibrating in tho various manners that carry our words from

one to another.

Besides the basic coenter-posittons, there

are minor o23os1tions. One can grant that truth an' falsity

reside in the judgment, yet one can. conceive the relation
tar

between truth and falsity in terms ofooistaken theory of

knowledge. Thus, the Scotist vele, that words correspond to

concepts and that concepts are produced in us by the formal

aspects of things involves a rigid correlation between

knowle3ge an expression. If its inadarelacy is not apparent

when communication occurs in the simple case vhen speaker

and hearer share the same intaleectual de'velopmemt, it

breaks down with a magnificent irrelevance to facts when

one recalls tho lonr and fruitless verbal debates or the

fourteenth century or the means e commentary that ever

flow in ever r3newad interpretations of the greater works

of human intelligence.

Finally, there ts the popular fallacy.,

If often enough the meaning of mi expression is simple and

Q
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Obvious, why should it not alwws be so? thy should

honest truth ever hide in the voluminous folds of a

lengthy, complicated, an difficult exposition? Perhaps

we have done something to meet this objection. Once one

has understood, the content of an Insight is simple and

obvious even tough it is expressed poorly, Until one has

understood, the ntent of an insight is es hidden as the

far side of the moon. Acordingly, one finds the meaning

of e7pressions simple and obvious when the spaker or

vriter is conmvnicating 'diet one understands alr eady, and

04H finds tneir moaning obscure and difficult 7hen he is

stating vhot on has still to loana. In th.1 latter case

no amount of p,alaAogic and linuistic skill vill eliminate

the necessity of the effort to learn, For this reason

only the man that understands everything already is in

a position to demand that all moaning be simple and

obvious to him.
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2	 The Ai,ropriat1on of Truth

To appropriate a truth is to make it one' s own.

The essent 1:61 apropriation of truth is cogniti onal. Elow-

e-vrrf our reasonableness (1,--)riunds corisiz;tency batv:Asen vhat

we know and what we do; and so there is a volitional

appro7)ria.:.:1.,-,n of troth tht. consists in our wiLlingness

to live u}? to it, and a sensitive appropriation i of truth

that co.1.11115ts in an adaptatiom of our sensibility to the

requirements of our isnowledge and our decisions,

The essential appropriation of truth sets a

threefold problem] . First„ th'rc i	 probl!?.m of learning,

of gradially acquiring the accinulr-tion of hobitual Insights

that. constitute a viewpoint, and eventually of moving from

lower to ever higher viewpoints,

Secorldly, there is th oroblem of identifica-

tion . By insights one :rasps unities and corre1ations; but

bodes the unity) there are the elements to be unified;

and. beides the correlation, there are the elements to be

distinguished an.d reli.:Led, Until one gets the insiglit, one

has no clue (apart from thu directions given by a teach.73r)

for pickink: out a,:rurately- the ele!rents that axe to he

unified or rel;:.eii. But once the insight is noched) one

is able to find la one' s oval experience just what It is

thc-it falls under. tne inEigh	 grasp and what ales out-

side it. Bov.ever, ability is one thing, awl pe-rforniance

is another. Lientification is performance. rts effect is

to make one possess the insight as one's ovia, to be

assured in one's use of it, to be familiar wit the reage
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of its relevance. Aristotle rernarted, I think, that if

one understands, one can teach. But the understanding

that enubles one to b:ach adds Weritification to insight.

By that addition one is able to select and arm 	 and

indicate to others the comtinaticm of oensible elements

that will give rise to the same insight in Clem. On is

able to vary the elements at the deaand of circulstances.

One is able to put the questions that elicit from tile

pupil indications of his blind-spots and, them, to pro-

ceed afresh to the task of bringing him to the prior in-

sights he must reach before he can master the present

lesson.
VI&

'hardly, there is the problem of orientation.

Every ditA.:overy can be formuloted either as a position

or as a counter-position. But aounter-position brlta seem

obvious and yet are detined tn ultinwte reversal. Inas-

much as we inquire intelligently and reflect critically,

we operate under the drive of -the detached mA disinterest-

ed desire to know. But once we IlEtve reached the truth, we

are prone to find it unreal, ta shift from the realm of

the intelligible and the unconditioned back into the

realm of sense, to turn away from truth and being and

settle down like good animals in our palpable environment.

In the measure that we fail to orientate ourselves towards

truth, we both distort what ve knorand restrict what we

might know. We distort what we know by imposing upon it

a mistaken notion of reality, a mistaken notion of object-

ivity, an.1 a mistaken notion of kaowledge. We restrict what

we might ',cnow; for we can justify to ourselves and to others

0
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the labor spent in learning only by pointing to -the pal-

pable benefits it brings; and the demen.dA	 by palpable

benefits does not enjoy the unrestricted lerve of the

detached and disinterested desire to know.

The reader will emte that the three problems

of cognitional appropriatior run parallel to the three

levels in our knowing. The problem of learning is met on

the level of understanding and formulation, The  problem of

identificatien is met on the lovel	 experleace (where

experience is Lieeri broadly to denote not onl,y sense exper-

ience but also intellectual arle1 rational consciousness).

The problem of orientation is met on the lelyel of reflec-

tion and judgnent when at last v:e grasp that every issue

closes when we can say definitively, It is so, or, It is

not so, that the objective of 'marine is being, that while

being is a Protean notion still its content is determined

by intelligent grasp aryl reasonable affirmation and, after

affirmation, by nothing else,

'lie have cast our account of appropriation

in terns of problems rather than in terms of results, and

this purely dynamic vietepoint is of some importance. For

it excludes all fetishism, all mistaking of means for ends.

Clear definition, precise language, orderly arrangement,

rigorous proof, and all the other paraplalrnalia of cogni-

tional activity possess their value. They serve to mark

clearly the successive stages of advance, They consolidate

in masterly fasilion what at any given moment appears to be

attained solidly and more or less permanently, They provide
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magnificent expressions of tine truth that is to be appro-

priated, But of their very nature they are static. They

shed no light either on the 	 s task of coming to

appropriate them or on the investigator's task of going

beyond them to the appropriation of further truth, Yet it

is precisely that twofold ta sk that an account of appro-

priation should envisage, Th eeell-formulated system be-

comes mine in so far as I understand it, in so far as I can

identify its empirical elements in rny experience, in so far

as I greep t'er? nneenditiorteci or the approximation to the

un.conditioeod that grounds a. reasonable affirmation of it,

in so far as my orientation permits me to be . cletc)nt with

that affirmation as th final Ancrement in my knowledge

of the system and does not drive me to seek in the "already

out there noun some imeginativte representation of what,

after all, it really means, Exactly the same procedure

governs efforts to go beyond the -well-formulated system

and to generate the stresses and strains in lenevileige

that will lead. it to its repla*enent by a more adequate

account of reality,

It may be noteci, further, that the three

problems of .appropriation are solidary. One cannot go far

in understanding without turning to the problem of iden-

tification and, 'without tinders tending, one is unable to

identify. /V.:a:el, a mistaken orleatation gives rise to

pseudo-problems, but in the limit pseudo-problems bring

about their own reversal andv .th it the correction of

the mistaken orientation. Tian contemporary physics finds 

0
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itself compelled to say that it deals with the entities

that satisfy certain types of equations TIM though such

entities and their processes defy our povers of imagina-

tion. Finally, unless one i-ives mneself to the effort to

understand, one has no mehns of ifdeaWying in one's ex-

perience what precisely is meant by the proper orientation

of th,i: dtached and disinterested desire towards the uni-

verse of truth and. being.

In a somewhat looser fashin, cognitional appro-

priation of truth Is solidarv with volitional and with

sensitive appropriation. Brid viii makes truth unwelcome,

and unwelcome truth tends to be overlooked. For the appro-

priation of truth even in the cognitional field makes de-

mands upon the whole man; his consciousness has to slip

Into the intellectual pattern of acperince and it has to

remain there with the minimum of distractions; his sub-

consciousness has to throw up tha images that 3.ad to in-

sight; his desire to know has to be sufficiently dominant

to keep ever further questions complementing and correcting

previous insights; his observatiom and his memory have to

contribute spontaneously to the presentation and the recall

of relewnt data in which the fUfilment or non-fulfilment

of the unconditioned is to be fedmd. Bad will, however,

either prevents one from initiating an inquiry or, if that

canaot be avoided, from prosecuting it earnestly and effect-

ively. For the collaboration of all our powers towards

the grasping of truth, bad will substitutes their conspir-

acy to bring foitn doubts about truth and evidence for error.

(..   
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Inversely, if the attainment of truth demands good will,

still good will, as we shall see in the next chapter,

is nothing but a willingness to follow the lead of in-

telligence ald truth. So it is that man is boxed in;

without the appropriation of truth, his will cannot be

positively good; an4 without good will he cannot proceed

to the attainments of truth, On this basic problem some-

thing has been said already in the account of genuine-

ness as the operator of human intellTtual development:

and something more w11l be added In the clupters to follow,

llui an intelligence and reasonableness function

as the lit,har integration of the sensitive flov, of per-

cepts and imaos, emotions and feelings, Lttitudes and

sentiments, words and deeds. It follows that as tno cogni-

tional and volitional appropriations of truth are solidary

with each other so also they condition and are conditioned

by adaptations of human sensibility. Iere the basic pro-

blem is to discover the dynamic images that both corres-

pond to iatellectual contents, orientations, and deter-

minations yet also possess in the sensitive field the

power to isse forth not only into words but also into deeds.
A

On this problem we have touched in asserting the necessity

of either mysteries or myths: and to it we shall return

in attempting to analyze the P tructure of history. For

the moment it must suffice to draw attention to the fact

that, as LntrJlictuaa development occurs through insights

Into sensible presentations and imaginative representations,

0
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so also the intelligent and reasonable control of human

living can be effective only in the measure that it has

at its disposal the symbols and signs by which it

translates its directives VI human sensibility. Finally,

unless ono can carry out tri deeds that one knows and

wills, th,In the vLiling alTeady is a failure and from

failing rill to bad will to disconcern for truth there

are the easy and, unfortunately, familiar steps,
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The problem of interpretation cam best be

Introduced IT distinguishing betwean expression, simple

Interpretation, and reflective interpretation.

Is has been seen, an ce:prossion Ls a verbal

flow governed by a practical insight (F) that depends

upon a principal insight (A) to be communicated, upon a

grasp (B) of the anticipated audience's habitual in-

tellectual development (C), and uran a grasp. (D) of the

deficiencies ia insight CO that have to he overcome if

the insight (4 ) is tO be communicated.

By an interpretation will be !meant a second

expression addressed to a different audience, 1+)nce„ since

IA is an expression, it will be guided by a prectical

Insight (F1) that depends upon a principal insight (A1)

t4 be communicated., upon a grasp (131) of the anticipated

audience's habitual intellectual development (CI), and

upon a grasp (DI) of the deficiencies in insight (E1) that

lave to be overcome if the principal insight (A1) is to

be communicated,

711 the simple interpretation the principal

insight (10) to bo communicated purports to coincide with

the principal insight (A) of the original expression.

Renee, differences between the prk,ctical insights (F) and

(F1) depend directly upon differences betweer the habitual

insights (B) and (BI), (D) and (DI), and remotely upon
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differences between the habitual developuents (C) and

(01), and the deficiencies CE) and (Et)

Now the simple interpretation gives rise to

further questions. Cm an elementary level_ people ask why

a faithful interpretation should differ from the original

expression. If this issue is met by appealing to the fact

that both the original erpression and the interpretation

are relative to their respective audiences, there arises

the problem of settLing the differences between the

audiences and of incorrorating them into the inter—

pretation.

A refLective interpretation., then, is

guided by a practical insight (Fn) that cl.epends upon in—

sights (An), (r), and. (Dr). But now trio	 sight (Be) is

a grasp of tip:: L.ndiancels habitual grasp (Cr) of its own

intellectual 1.evol.opment (Cy) and of the difference be-

tween that development and the habitual accumulation of

the insights (C) in the initial audience. E1 imilarly, the

Insight (Dn) is a grasp of the audiencels deficiencies

(En) in grasping the differences betv:een thee habitual

developments (CT) sad (C) and so in understanding the

differences betrveen the deficiencies (Es) and (E) and

between the practical insifdits (Ft) and (F) , Finally, the

principal insight (an) to be communicated will be a grasp

of the identity or the insight (A) communicated in the

original expression and of the insight (AI) communicated

in the simple interpretation,
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However, the reflective interpretation' suffers

from two obvious difficulties. In the first place, it is

reletive to Its anticipated a-adierice, and audierice s are

an ever snifting rlenifold. 2.,ach culture in each or the

stteges of its progress and decline is divided into a

variety of schools, attitudes, orientations, an in  each

of these verieties there are numerous degrees or irtellect-

uaL attainment. It would be a matter of considerable

difficulty to work out a reflective interpretatiori that

satisfied a single audience; but there is an eno-racus

range of other audiences that will remain to be satisfied;

and the single audience one does satisfy will no-t live

forever. In the second place, it is all very well -to talk

glibly about th .? hebitual intellectual d)ve/opment and

the deficiencies of the original and the present audience

and the determination of the differences in the practical

insights governing the original expression and the simple

iriterpretat.Len. But it is quite at other matter to set

alolut the Inyesti6ation of such obscure objects, to reach

sem.ething better than a mere guess about them, arid to find

an appropriate and effective manner of corennani eating the

fruits of one' s ineuiry. Befle.ctive interpretation is

a start idea, a beautiful object of thought. But is it

practical possibility? Has it ever been achieved?

This brings us to the basic prctblem of in-

terpretation. It may very well happen tkat any- simple

interpretation is corrects that it hits off for a coritempor-

&Ty audience the principal insight communicated ley the
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original document. It may also happmm that the interpreter

knows his interpretation to be correct, that he grasps

ti-o virtually unconditioned or at least, that he grasps

tho approximation of his interpretation to the virtually
4

anconditio. Par analogous to connon sense, there is a

historical slliso, Jut as we by com OR S;Xlse can know how

our contemporaries would or would not speak: or act in any

of a series of ordinary and typical situations, so the

scholar by a long familiarity with. the documents and

monuments of anothor age and by an ever increasing accumu-

lation of complementary insights can arrive at a participa-

tion of the common sense of another period and by this

historical sense can tell how the 0104 and women of that

time would or would not speak or act in certain types of

situation. However, just as our common sense is open to

individual, group, and general bias, so also is the his-

torical sense. Moreover, just as our common sense cannot

analyze itself or criticize itself or arrive at an abstract

formulation of its central nucleus) so also the historical

A41"'Is limited in a similar fashion; both are far more likely

to be correct in pronouncing verlicts than in assigning

exact and convincing reasons for them. But if interpre-

tation is to be scientific, them the grounds for the

interpretation have to be assignable; if :interpretation

Is to be scientific, then there will not be a range of

different interpretations due to the iadiNqdual, group,

and general bias of the historical sense of different

experts; if interpretation is to be scientific, than it
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has to discover some mati-iod of conceiving and determin-

ing the habitual development of 1L audiences and it has

to invent some technique by 1.-tich its expression escapes

relativity to particular and incidental awlienc es.

0

0
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By a universal viewpoint will be meant a

potential totality of genetically and dialectically

ordered viewpoints, Our present concern will be to clari-

fy this notion. Tho7411 we believe it to be relevant to

the problem of scientific interpretation, its relevance

is a further questicm that can be discussed only later.

First) then, the totality in question is

potential. A universal viewpoint is not universal his-

tory. It is not a Hegelian dialectic that is complete

apart from matters of fact. It Is not a Kantian a Priori 

that in itselfi is determinate and merely araits imposi-

tion upon the raw materials of vicarious experience. It

is simply a heuristic structure that contains virtually

the various ranges of possible alternatives of interpre-

tations; it czn list its own contents only through the

stimulus of docunents and historical inquiries; it can

select between alternatives and differentiate its general-

ities only by appealing to the accepted norms of histor-

ical investigation.

Secondly, the totality- is of viewpoints. Hence,

it is concerned with the principal acts of  meaning that

lie in insights and judgments, and it reaches these prin-

cipal acts by directing attention to the experience) the

understanding and the critical reflection of the interpreter.

Accordingly, it differs radically from suet disciplines as

phonetics, comparative grammar, the principles of lead-
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cographysAlinguistic arid stylistic analysis, for though

they ultimately are coricarned v:ith meaning, their atten-

tion is centeri3a dir-ectly upon expression, In contrast,

the univ,-.;rsal v- awpckin t Is concerned with the interpreter' $

capacity to grasp marlines; it would open his mine to ideas

that do not lie on. the surface and to views hat diverge

enormously from his ovriu it would enable him to find clues

where otherui se he raigirt look but rould fail to see: it

would equip him witi a_ capacity to transport his thinking

to the level and toctilre of another culture in another

epoch, There are the e-xtrnal sources of historical in-

terpretation and, in the main, they consist in spatially

ordered marks on paper or parchment, papyrus or stone, But

there are also sources o f interpretation immanent in. the

historiographer hirnseLf, in his ability to di stinguish

and recombine ellermeratsI n his own experience, in his

ability to work: baclvard_s from con temporary to earlier

accumulations o f :Insights in human development, in his

ability to invi saze ti-ao protean possibilities of the

notion of being th-3 core of all meaning, which varies

in content with. the experi.ence, the insights, the judg-

ments, and the habitual orientation of each indivddual.

r.Elhirdly, the universal viewpoint is an

ordered totality of vier..ipoints. It has its base im an

adequate self-icnovlfsdcze and in the consequent aqtaphysics.

It has a retrospectise expansion in the various g emetic

series of discoveries tiarough which man co'rld advance to

his present knolvlodge. rt has a dialectical expan sion

In the many formula-tic:3ns f discoveries due to tile

r"°'
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polymorphic consriousness of man, in the invitation

issued by positions to farther development, end in the

implication of counter-positions of their ovIn reversal,

Finally, it can reach a concrete presentation of any

formulation of any discovery through the identification

in personal experience of the elements that, as confused

or as distinguished and relPted, as reli,ted under this or

that orientation of polymorphic consciousness, could com-

bine to net) the position or counter -position humanly

convincing.

however, as the totality is poteatial, so also

is the ordering of the viewpoints. The totality is a

heuristic structure; its crintents are sequa/ces of unknowns;

and the relations between the -unlinomns are determinate not

specifically but only generically. Thus, there are genetic

sequences, but the same discoveries can be male in differ-

ent manners. There are dialectically opposed ftrmulations

with their contrasting invitations to further development

and to reversal; but the dialectical oppositions are not

'simply the clear-cut identifications of the real either

with being or with the nalready out there nose', of the

objective either with the intelligent and reasonable or

with elementary extroversion, of knowledge either with

inquiry and critical reflection or with the book that is

prior to all quotions; on the contrary, such extremes tend

to merge in the ambivalence of the aesthetic, the dranatic,

a nd the practical patterns of experience, to give rise to%-,
questions that not only are unsolved but also inadequately

not
conceived, to make their clearest appearanceAin the field

0
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of knowllAge but rather in the volitional tension between

moral aspiratt,n and practical living.

Not only is the ordering potential but also

What is ordered is itself advancing from the generic to

the specific, from the undifferentiated to the different-

fated, from the awkward, the global, the spontaneous to

the expert, the precise, the methodical. Our distinctions

between mathematics, science, common sense, and philosophy

are based upon the different manners in which insights can

be accumulated. Since the manner in which insights are

accumulated Is simply a dynamic structure that can be

utilized without conscious advertence, it is possible for

us to ask whether primitives or children have any interest

In mathematical, scientific, or philosophic questions. But

even if such Interests were to be ascribed to primitives

or to children, it would be necessary to add not merely

that they woxe uncomplicated by the divisions and sub-

divisions of later thought but also that they mingled

indiscriminately with the questions of common sense

and tended both to distort and to be distorted by common

sense procedures.

Fourthly, the universal viewpoint is

universal not by abstractness but by potential complete-

ness. It attains its inclusiveness, not by stripping

objects of their peculiarities, but by envisaging subjects

in their necessities. There are no interpretations without

interpreters. There are no interpreters without polymorphic

unities of Empirical, intelligent, and rational conscious-
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reess. There are no expressians to be interpreted with-

cat other similar unities of conSciousness. Nor has the

Nmrt of interpreting anything more than
a
material deter-.

reinant in the spatiealy ordered set of marks in documents

and monuments, If tile interprlter assigns any meaning to

the merits, then the 07:per1emtia1 component in that meaning

Till be derived. froml his experience, the intellectual cam-

Tenant will be derived from his intelligence, the rational

camponant All be derived from his critical reflection an

the critical reflection of mother, such are the under-

lyirw necessities and from Cam spring the potential com-

pleteness that makes the Iniversal vierpoint universal.

To approach the same issue from another angle,

the core of meening7 is the notion of being an that notion

is 'protean, BLn is (or is thought to be) whatever is

(or is thoug;ht to be) grasped intelligently an affirmed

reasonabll, There is then a universe of meanings and its

four dimensions are the full range of possible combinations

1> of experiences and lack of experience, 2) of insights

and lack of insight, 3) of judgments and of failures to

judge, and 4) of tho various orientations of the poly-

morphic consciousness of man. Now in the measure that one

grasps the structure of this protean notion of being, one

possesses the base and ground from which one can proceed

to the content anr1 context of every meaning. In the

measure that one eerplores human experience, human insithts,

human reflections, and human polymorphic consciousness, one

becomes capable, when provided with the appropriate data,

of approxlinnting to the content and context of the meaning
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Fifthly, since what we have named the nniversal

viewpoint is simply a corollary of our own philosophic

analysis, it will be objected that we are offering not a

universal viewpoint but simply the viewpoint of our own

philosophy.

To meet this charge, it will be well to begin

by distinguishing a universal viewpoint and a universal

language. In so far as ve employ names and epithets rith

laudatory or pejorative implications, such as "real" and

"illusoryn„ "position" and "counter-position", "intent-

cence" and nobtuseness"„ tt jtery a 	 "myth", it is

plain enoogh that ye are not offering a universal language.

For anyone that disagreed with our viewsi would prefer a

redistrilAtioh of the implicit praise and blame. Still

there woull be in principle no difficulty in reaching a

universal lariguaL:e, for any term that was offensive to

anyone could be replaced by some arbitrary name or symbol

that was free from all the associations of human imagina—

tion and human feeling.

On tha other hand, we would contend that there

is at least one particular philosophy that could ground a

universal viewpoint. For there is a particular philosophy

that vrould take its stand upon the dynamic structure of

humaa cognitional activity, that would distinguish the

various elements involved in that structure, that would be

able to construct any philosophic position by postulating

appropriate and plausible omissions and confusions of the
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elements, that would reach its own particular views by

correctin.c all omissions and confusions. Now such a

philosophy, ti,o!!01 particular, mull provide a base and

ground for a u:diversal vievooint; for a universal vi.evr-

point is tl-Lo pontial totality of all viewpoints; the

potential totality of all viewpoints lies in the dynamite

structure of cognitional activity; and the dynamic struc-

ture of cognitional activity is the basis ot the par-

ticular philosophy in ques tion.

Finally;	 viould argue that the particular

philosophy we are offering also is. the particular philoscr-

.phy that can grouncl a universal viev. coint1 By this we do

loot mean that our views will not be itrvoroved vastly by

more accurate accounts of experience, of iasiitt Arid its

formulation, of reflection and judgment, anti of the poly—

Ito:Into consciousaess of man. "zather our ro.-..:aning is that

such improvemr.,.nts All not involve any radical change in

the philosoy, for the philosophy rests, not on the

account of expe.rience, of insight., of ju dgment, and of

polymorphic consciousness, but on the defining patteTn.

of relations that bring these four into a single dynamic

structure. Again) it is the grasp of that structure that

grounds the universal viewpoint sin.cesoace the structure

is reached, the potential totality of viewpoints is reached.

For more refined accounts of the elements in the structure

modify, not the potential totality, but the accuracy and

completeness %Lill which one can proceed from the universal

vi.ewpoint to the reconstruction of particular contents

and contexts of meaning.
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As the notion of the universal viewpoint, so

also some account of level:: arrl sequences of expression

is, we believe, a necessar7 preliminary to a treatment

of the problem of scientific interpretation. The immediate

-task will be to classify modes of mpression, not in terms

e language or of style, but in terns of meanings. Only

Deter shall re attempt to inaicata the relevance of such

classification to a science of hermeneutics.

Air .y distinctions have been drawn between

]) sources, 2) acts, and 3) terms of meaning. Sources

le meaning lie in the eyederiential, intellectual, and

rational levels of knowing. Acts of meaning are principal

or instrumental; principal acts are formal or full inasmuch

as they aTe constituted by acts of definine, supposing,

eensiderimg, or by acts of assenting or dissenting; in-

stTumental acts are sensible manifestations of meaning

through gestteres„ speech, and writing, Terms of meaning,

finally, are whatever hapnens to he meant: they form a

universe or meantws that includes not only the universe

of being but also the totality of terms of suppositions

and of false affirmations and negations.

Now thm distinction between different levels

:of expression rests upon a corAderation of the sources

of meaning loth in the speaker or writer and in the hearer

or reeiler, Must the expression may have its source 1)

simply In the erperience of the speaker, as in an exclama-

tion, or 2) In artistieally ordered eereriential elements,

(.7

0
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as in a soria, or 3) in a reflectively tested intelligent

ordering ofs expli.ential elements, as In a statement of

fact, or 4) in th,,?. addition of acts of w111, such as vishes

and commands, to Intellectual and rational icnoviledge. In

turn, the hearer or reader may be interid-od to respond 1)

simply on the eoperiential level in am imtertsubjective

reproduction of the speaker' s feelings, znood, sentiments,

images, associations, or 2) both on tile level of experience

and on the level of insight and consicieration, or 3) on

the three levels of experience, insii;h.t, and judnentl. or

4) not only on tile three cognitional lovels but also in

the practical nearer that includes an at of will,

The intended response of the hearer or reader

may be obscure. But as expression becomes specialized, the

differences become more and. more manifest, Mvertisers

and propnanda ministries aim at psychological conditioning;

they desire net1;11,ni adequate insight nor detached reflec—

tion nor rational choices but simply the establishment of

types of habituation, familiarity1 association, automatism,

that will dispense with further question). In

contrast, literary writing would. convey insights

and. stimulate 6 reflection, but its mole of operation

is indirect. 'Words are sensible entities; they •

possess associations with images, memories, and.

feelings; and the skilful writer is enEagied in

exploiting the resources of language to. attract,

hold, and absorb attention. But if there is no

frontal attack on the reade
	

intelligsea.ce, th.ere 10
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the insinuation of insights through the images from ishiah
rue-

they subt 17 emerge.	 , methodical surening up of
A

the pro's axhi cons of a j udonent, there is an unnurriedo

almost incliental, ,di splay- of the evidence t,iithout, per-

haps, even a suggested qustion.

Direct concern v.-ith the reader° s unler. standing

appears in scientific writing. On the introductory level,

it aims at provoking insights through illustrations and

diagrams. On th«.: advanced level, it becomes the treatise.

Then all terms are define& implicitly or explicitly; all.

basic relations are postuLatect explicitly; all derived

relations are deduced. Thas, the practical insight (F)

that guides the scientific writer's verbal flow is reached

by transDosing from logic as a science to logic as a tech-

nique; the bulk of logic can itself be forraulated in a

treatise; and the only -attention paid to the reader' s

habitual in tellectual development and its deficiencies

appears ina prefatory note that indicates the other trea-

tises that /mist be Inastered before tackling the present

elucubratim

Direct concera with the reader' s judgments

emerges in philosophic writing. Just ais the author of an

introduction to a science uses any images that, he believes,

will enable the reader to reach the relevant insights, so

the author of an introduction to philosophy appeals to any

insights within the reader's intellectual range. For as

the scientist is indifferent to the image:3, as long as the

insights are attained, so the philosopher is indifferent

0
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to the insights, as long as the reader is made to mount

to the :level-Hof critical reflection. Further, while ad-

vanced scientific writing aims at setting forth clearly

and exactly tne terms, relations, and itnplications that

proceed fromunderstanding and provide the materials for

judgment, advanced philosophic writing is concerned, not

to sutelt ordered materials to a reader's judgment, but

to reveal to that judgment the Immanent controls to which

ineluctably it is subjected, So it is that the philosopher

keep repeating, either on the grand scale of the totality

of questions, or with respect to particular issues, the

bleak-through tnat brings to light the empirically, in-

telligently, and rationally conscious unity of the krumer„

the encirclement effected by the protean notion of being,

and the confirtement that results from identifying being

with the intaligently grasped ariA reasonably affirmed.

Such, in outline, is th distInction between

the different levels of expression. It envisages the ex-

pression as a flow of sensible events that 1) originates

in the cognitional an,1 volitional sources of npaning of

a speaker or writer and 2) terminates in a reproduction

of sources of meaning in a hearer or reader. It is a dis-

tinction thiE,L Lrounds not an actual but a potential

classificaLlea of )r.pressioms for, vhile the original and

ternirtal sources of meaning are conceived clearly and dis-

tinctly, there remains abundant room for the introduction

of further differantiations and nuances. Because the

classificatioa is potential rather than actual, it does

not imposettpon the interpreter any a priluiProcrustean         

L
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bed which his documents have to fit, but leaves	 free

to exercise to th full his ingenuity and subtlety in

determining a writer's swarr!es and intention. At the same

time, because the differeaces betwe.:41 FIvInrience, undor-

standing, judgment, and will are define syste1atical37,

the determination of the level of expression has system-

atic iinpti.cttions vhich, even  when they ere mere generall-

ties, at least will prevent interpreters arid their critics

from comaitting tho grosscer blunders. Th,ere is an inter-

subjective comiJoneat to ENTression that an-hTes and is

transmittoi apart from inoihts and judonents. Thare is

a supervening componmt of intelligunce that Omits vari—

ous degr,:!es of e'iplicitness tild deliberateness. There

is a still highr eom)onant of truth or falsity that may

emerge at the term of a series of inola-As as inf.,ight

emerges at the term of a 6er1es of imagnative representa-

tions. Finally, there earl be the entry of a volitional

component, and its relevance is a fourth variable. To re-

cognize the existence of levels of expression is to elimin—

ate the crude assumptions of the interpreters and still

more of their critics that take it for z,ranted that all

expression lies on a single level, AbMely, the psycholog-

ical, literary, scientific, or philosophic level with

which they happen to be most familiar.

Besides levels of expression, there also are

sequences. Develo-ment in general is a process from the

undifferontiated to the differentiated, from the generic

to the snecific, froN the Global arid awkward to the expert

and precil:J. It woAld siniplify enormously the task of the       

0  
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interpretm it, from the beginning of human speech and

writing, there existed and were recognized the full range

of speciLlized 2oles of expression. But the fact is that

the specializations had to be invented, and the use of

the inventions presupposes a corresponding develommt or

educatinn of prospQctive audiences or readers. Sonm early

Greek philosophers wrote verse; Plato employed a hipay

literary dialogue; Aristotle proceeded in the manner of

descriptive science; tho medieval writers, in their

cluaestiones,„ developed a compound of the dialogue and

the lognatic decisma; Spinoza and Kant moulded philosophy

In the form of th_l scientific treatise: Hpgelial dialectic

Sems the initial esay in philoso;thic vriting that en-

v1sai7ed the totality of possible positions. If thsre is

any truth in this hurried and rough indication of the

evolution of philosophic expression, then there wil1 be

a cmnplmontary truth inasmuch as scientific writing will

pass tIrDu711 a p:Irlod in which its difference from mhil-

osophy will be obscure (so ffowton's main work was entitled

Princioia mathematica ohilosophiae naturalks) and, stmil-

aril, literary viriting will have its period of fusion or

confustma with scientific and philosophic concerns.

However, our affirmation of sequences of

expression nust be confined to its proper gen.qiality. The

one point that we wish to make is that specialized nodes

of expression have to be evolved. Thus, at the present time

a narrative that opens with the words, nOnce upon a time...,

may be expected to be a fairy story, to offer a certain

stimnhis to imar,inatim and feeling and to be mctTt from

11
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reasonable criticism on the part of scientific intelli-

gence aril of philosophic reflection, In similar fashion,

there exist other correlations between fi elrls of meaning

and modes of expressii-m, but such correla tons are it

to be conceived as coil-.pononts of static systems, such, as

are illustrated by physical and chemical theories, but as

components of dynamic systems, such as are illustrated by

the genetic theories of biology, psychology, awl cogni-

tional analy

It follows thzt the problem of Icor'Ainf7 out

types of expression (genera litteraria) is to be met, act by

assigning some static classification that claims validity

for all time, but by determining the operators that. relate

the classifications relevant to one level_ of development

to the classifications relevant to the ne,xt. Moreover, the

most significant element in the theory or types of expres-

sion will be the. operators, For the great difficulties of

interpretation arise when the new wine or literary, scien-

tific, and philosophic leaders cannot but be poured into

the old bottles of established modes of expression. In.

such cases the type of eapi-ession, so far from nroviding

a sure index to the level of meaning, originally vas an

impediment which	 writer's thought could not shake: off

and nov:, easily can become a misleading sign-post for the

'aviary interpreter,
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3•4	 Limitations of Vie Treatisq

A little learning is a dangerous thingpand

the adage has, perhaps, its most abundant illustrations

from the application of logic to the tasks of interpre -.

tation, A familiarity with the elements of logic can be

obtained by a very modest effort and In a very short time.

Until one has made notable progress in cognitional ana—

lysis, one constantly is tempted to mistake the rules

of logic for the lavs of thought. And as all reading In-

volves interpreting, there follows automatically the tm-

position upon documents of meanings and implications that

vlogicallyn they must possess but in fact do not bear,

It will serve 1) to bring home this point,

2) to illustrate In a particular case the significance

of levels and s'ffluences of expression, and 3) to indicate

the relativity to an audience that commonly afflicts ex-

pression, if we add to our preliminary considerations a

note on the limitations of the treatise. For the treatise

is subjected logitimately to logical analysis and exten-

sion; it undertakes to define all its terms implicitly or

explicitly, to prove all its conclusions, and to accept

every conclusion that follows logically from its premiqles.

Again, the treatise stands precisely and unambiguously

upon a single level of expression, for its function

primarily is to present clearly, exactly, and fully the

content and the implications of a determinate and coherent

10,63.
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set of insights. Finall.y, the treatise approximates to

freedom from relativity to an audience, for the practical

insight that governs it s verbal flow is an application of

logic, tatil tits practical in3ight depends simply on the

principal lusiz;ht to be communicated since the treatise

mercilessly disregards the habitual intellectual develop-

ment and the anticipated deficiencies in iesight of its

readers.

The first limitation of the treatise appears

in the expression of logic itself, For it seems that the

introduction, and the first approximation to one's basic

definitions and rules lave to be expressed in r) rdin ary

languege, Once one begins to operate under the guidance

of the definitions arid rules, everything rill proceed

automatically with perrect exactitude and rigor. But one

has to take one's inittal steps into this realm of auto-

matic security without perfect exactitude and without per-

fect rigor through expression that is relative to an

audience and succensful whl the audience happens to be

sized. up correctly.

The second Limitation of the treatise appears

in the field of mathematics. Any department of mathematics

can be cast in the formm of a treatise by the method of

logical formalization, But as Cc:Wells theorem implies, for

every set of mathematical definitions and axioms there is

also a set of further questions that arise but cannot be

answered on the basi s of the definitions and axioms. Hence,

mathematics cannot be included within a single treatise ands,
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no matter how long onets series of treatises my be, there

always will be occasion for further discoveries and fur-

ther treatises.

Further limitations appear when one turns from

mathematics to such sciences as physics and chemistry.

A logic of terms and relations, universals and particulars,

is no longer adequate. There are needed distinctions be-

tween terms that epecify experiential conjugates,. explana-

tory conjugates, events, and things; there are needed rela-

tions between experiential conjugates,bete;ean explanatory

conjugates, bet:;een things and such relations, and between

conjugates, freaueacies, an events. Moreover, the greater

logical complexLty is only the minor difficulty. For while

static systam constitutes the intelligibility of physics

and chemistry, still our knoviedge of such system is on

the move. Its more or less definitive acquisitions can be

cast quite usefully in the form of a treatise; but the

contemporary state of the question in any science never

consists simply in such more or less definitive acquisi-

tions; there also are tentative solutions, tondmncies,

and unsolved problems that point to the lines of future

development yet would be quite misrepresented it expressed

in the form of the treatise. Accordiegly, while the his-

torical development of physics, chemistry, and allied

sciences can be indicated by an unfinished series of trea-

tises in each subject, still the series of treatises can-

not represent adequately the series of states of knowledge

in the subjects. 
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The limitatiom of the treatise become painfully

evident 71on one shifts from the static systems of physics

and chemistry to tilo,) dynamic systems of biology and psy—

chology. Besides the previous limitations imposed by the

more complex logic and by the development of oer knowledge,

there no.w appears a still further difficulty, For the

treatise expresses system, and each Idological species

and, on the human level, alponmat each bedividual psyche

is system on the move. Unfortunately, treatises cannot

move; definitions and postulates have the eternal quality

of Plato's ideas; tinTir implications are perpetually the

same; but the grwth of an organism or the development of

a psyche is a movement from a generic, rudimeiatary, un—

differentiated system to a specific, expert, dlfferentiatod

system; and the p:ropea, concern of the scientist in the

field of genetics is riot the several stages of the dynamic

system but rathor the operators that bring about the

successive transformations from each stage to the next. R'or

is one to eatertaia the hope that some day when such opera—

tors are well known there may be developed a more compli—

cated logic that will handle the operators with the exacti—

tude, the rigor, sad the automatic security that now is en-

joyed by the mathematical treatises. For neither the organ—

ism nor the psycl1e develops exactly, rigorously, and securely

it advances tentatively; it adapts to a non-systematic

manifold of circumstance; it is what it is because exacti-

tude, rigor, an  autooatic security are irxelevant to the

problems that are to be solved only vitally and by conscious—

ness..
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Still further limitations of the treatise make

their appearance 'when one Arms to the humaft levelo To

the complexities of genetic method there have now to be

added the graver comelexities or dialectical method., For

the sake of r innlicity vie have worked out OU I' philosophic

position in tertn2 of' simple contrasts:. either the real is

being or it is a subdivision in the  "already out there

nowt' ; either objectivity is reached by intelligent inquiry

and Critical reflecticni or else it is a matter or taking

.,a good look at e'h; t is "out there; either kalowing is

mounting up the levels of experience, of undersieending

a nd formulation, of reflective grasp and judgment , or

else it is the ineffable confrontation that makes the

known present to the knower, Still these centrasts stand

between extremes, Men live their lives not in the intellect-

ual pattern of experience nor again in the elementary

pattern of experience butt for the nost part, in some

alternation and. fusion of the aesthetic, the dramatic, and

the practical patterns. In this middle way they oscillate

between tendencies to emphasize now the intellectual orien-

tation an -1 nov,' the elementary.; commonly they- never settle

outright for either view; their minds remain. ambivalent

and that ambivalence mocks all attempts to practise Soc-

rates! maieutic art of definition in the hope of bringin.g

them to clear and distinct keowledge of what they happen.

to mean. Not only must the treatise on human. meanings dis-

pense with precise terns, it also has to get along without

definable relations. Fort as we have seen, common sense
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consists in a basic nucleus of insights that never is

utilized without the addition of at least one Nrther

insight inLo t.h • situation at hand. Not only does this

nueleus vari7 yith occupation, social group, place, and

time, but usForitially it is something incomplete; its

content is not relations between things but a more or

less iiivarlant element in variable relations; and that

invariant element not only is without precise terms,

througb vthieh it might be defined, but also without veri-

fiability through which it might be fixed by its corres-

pondence with concrete situations.

Suchlthen,are the limititions of the treatise

and they reveal rather convincinay the importance of the

distinction betveen logic as a scimace and logic as a

tedhnique. Logic as a science may be deduced fr.cm cogni-

tinnal analysis. Just as metaphysics rests on the major

premiss or the isomorphimn of the structures of knowing

and of propoortionat,e being, so logic rests on the major

premiss o.7' the parallel between the conditions of knowing

and the conditions of possible terns of meaning. Thus,

terms of possible meaning are subject to principles of

Identity and non-contradiction because judgment is an

intrinsically rational act that affirms or denies. Again,.

terms of possible meaning are subject to the principle of

excludeeLmiddle as long as the terms are regarded as

aedeptable; for if one is to employ the terms, one has no

third alternative to affirming or deaying them; but, of

course, one commonly can anticipate the occurrence of

further insights, a consequent modification of present
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terms, and so an elimination of the present alternatives

and their replacement by other alternatives. Again, while

the prineioles of identity, non-contradiction, and ex-

cluded middle primarily regard tho act of judging and its

full terms of meaning, n till the act of thinking, suppos-

ing, defining, con	 ring is preparatory to judgment and

anticipatorily submits to its las; and so the basic prin-

ciples of logic hold for formal as well as full terms of

meaning. Again, a study of the. various kinds of insight

provides the ground for the logical theory of universals

and particulars, experiential	 explanatory eevjugates,

descriptive and explanatory genera and species of things,

and Aristotle's explanatory syllogism. Finally) the ground

of judurean t in the reflective grasp of the virtually un-

conditinneci reveals th9 quite different basis of valid in-

ference, weieen is of the form, If Al then. B; but A;

therefore B; where A awl B are pro-positions or sets of

propositions.

However, thile logic as a science is quite

well-established, it owes its universality anl its rigor

to the simple fact that it deals with unspecified concepts

and problems. Hence it differs in an essential fashion

from logic as an applied technique for, as an applied tech-

nique, logic deals not with indeterminate acts and contents

of conceiving and ;judging but with the more or less accurate-

ly determined contents of some department of human know-

ledge at some stege of its development. On the supposition

that thel knowledge of that department at tfttt stage is both

fully detereinate and completely coherent, logic as a  

0
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tedbalque can be applied successfully. But, in fact,

human ltmmlli e coamonly is in process of development

and, to a notatle extent, the objects of human knowlel.e

also are in process of development. As long as they are

developing, they arc heading for the determinacy and

the coherence that will legitimate the arlicatiom at

Logic as a technique; but until that legitimacy becomes

a fact, the utility of the technique consists simply

in its capacity to demonstrate the commonly admitted

view that further progress remains to be made.
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3,5	 Interpretation and Method

Let us berrin by recalling tne structure of

classiml	 mthod. It operates as a pair of

scissors, Its uppor blade consists in a heuristic struc-

ture: thus, the nature to be knowa will be expressed by

some function; this function will satisfy differential

equations that can b,-7. reached from quite general considera-

tiens; moreover, the function will satisfy a carton of in-

variance and, in the case of full abstraction from obser-

vers, a canon of equivalence as well, The upper blade,

then, is a set of-gm!ralitics demanding specific deter-

mination, an such determination comes from the lover

blade of working hypetlleses„ precise rneasurorty;nts, em-

pirical correlations, deductions of their implications,

experiments to test tho deduced conausions, revisions

of the 'hypothesis, and so da 	

Now with appropriate modifications the same

methodj6n be applied to the problem of interpretation.

For the possibility of any interpretation whatever im-

plies an upper blade of generalities; and the existing

techniques of scholars supply a lower blade by which the

generalities can be determined with ever greater accuracy.

Moreover, the introauction of such a method meets the

problem of relativism. For the relativism with which

hermeneutics has be1 afflicted arises, not "because

scholars have been nclecting tho lorer blade that con-

sists in the extraordinary array of techniques for dealing

with the documents and monuments of the pasts but because
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there has not been available an appropriate upper blade.

Ln consequmce they rAther labored u.rvi,:r the delusion that

their inquiry was N9raussetztines1os or else operated on the

assumptions that	 not square with the single legitimate

assumption, name.-ly, that in principle and under appropriate

reservations a correct interprq tation is possible.

flat, then, is the upper blade? It has

two combonents t„.iii_ch, respectively, regard meaning and

expression. Both omponents are (:nncretely universal, for

they regard tile potential tota.Lity of meanings and the

potential totality of modes of ex:pression. For th totality

of nieenings the tapper blade is the assertion that the pro-

tean notion ef being is differentiated by a series of

genetically Ead dialectically releted unV:eovins. For the

totality of nodes of expression the, upper blade is the

asse-.!..tion thtit there is a genetic process in which modes

of expression ITI OV towards their sp:cialization and differ-

entiation on sh.arTly distinguishable levels.

In general, -dice roeielinc and tive grounds

of these two te;sertions have been indicated in the sec-

tions on the urkirersal viewpoint and on levels and se-

quences of e:i)re.5sion.. Dut one may ask whether the content

of thos,)	 can be inferred from the necessary

assumption mentioned above, namely, that in. principle and

under arropisiate reservations a correct interpretation

is pos sible, In favor of an affirmative answer, the

following argutelent• may be alduced, Since interpretation

has no more than a material determinant in the spatially

ordered malts follnd in documents, the experiential, in-    

0 )
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tellectual, ttnÌ rational components of the interpretation

have	 proximate source in the interpreter's exper-

ience, un.derstanding, and judAent, Bence if at correct

interpretation is p.oszible, it has to bo pessible 1) for

interpreters to 11- I'D c e ,od from their own ex-pe ri .ence„ under-

standing, and judgment to the range of pos6A.h1e meanings

of documents and 2) for them to determine r;-hich or the

possible meanings a.re to be assigned to each of tho docu-

ments. Unless thfey can envisage the range of pessible

mezelin.gs , they will. exclude a priori sam,e neariings that

are possible; and L-_;uell exclusion runs counter to the possi-

bility- of correct interpretation. Again, unless they can

connect possible moanings with actual documents, -interpre-

tation again becomes impossible. But the possibility of

envisaging the full range of possible meaning Lies In the

universal	 and the possibility of cortnecting

possibl,:? aveanin s ith particular documents liels in the

genetic sequence that extrapolates from present to 'past

correlations betwe en aveanini: and mode of eetpression

However, one may grant rezdily ono:igli that

meanings form a genetically and dialectically rel.ated se-

quence of unl,:nowns aild. that expressions deveamo non the

undifferentiated to the specialized. The tvo basic asser-

tions are sound, but there do they lead? rho:Ilan the actual

implementation of a method cannot be tucked Into tile corner

of a chapter on a more general topic, still sone sketch

seems desirable. ro meet this reasonable demankl, let us

first envisage in su,maary fashion the ultimate results

that may be anticipated, let us secondly confrat the
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counter—positions that distort interpretation, arid

thirdly lot us endeavor to inrlicate the canons of a

methodical hermeneutics on the analogy of the canons

of empirical method in such a science as physics,

0
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3.6	 The Sketqb

?be science of mathematics provides the physi-

cist with a sharply defined field of sequeaces and rela-

(141feiox I
	

tions anti thereby enables him to tamticip4te the general

nature of ay physical theory, The purpose of the present

sketch will be to perform an analogous service, not indeed

for the actual task of interpretation, but at least for a

consideration of the method to be employed in performing

that task,

First, then, envisage the materials. They

consist in the totality of documents and monuments. The

documents nay be diTided into primary, secondary, and

tertiary) hore	 comnunications are primary,

interpretations of primary documents are secondary, and

critical stthlies of interpretations are tertiary. Again,

all the mom:tents and same of tivJ documents are artistic;

they provide materials or occasions from which we can

reach insights; but they do not attempt to formulate in-

sights after the fashion of the scientific treatise,

Finally, in vie: of Uae limitations of the treatise,

there are numerous gradations of documents from the pure-

ly artistic to ever more conscious and deliberate efforts

to communicate a particular or universal viewpoint exactly,

Secondly., there are the immanent sources

of meanin, They consist 1) in approximately reproducible

human o.xperieneu on all its levels, 2) orientated under

approximtwly reproducible blends ani,i mixtures of the

elementary, th3 aesthetic, the dramatic, the practical,

.....!...1110.0.••n••••••,.....n11;a1nn11•n•n=w	
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the intelltual, and the mystical patterns of exper-

ience, 3) luformal by Mae unities, distinctions, and

relations crasped by accunulations of insights, and 4)

actuated by sets of certain and probable acts of assent

and dissent,

Thirdly, there are the pure formulations.

They proceed from tho immanent sources of meaning to

determinate differentiations of the protean notion of

being. Such differentiations may be either the contents

of single judgments or the clutexts constituted by more

or less :miaorent aujigates of judgments. In either case

they are pure formultions if they procerA from an inter-

preter that f.,, rasps the universal viewpoint and if they are

adiressed to an audience that similarly grasps the univer-

sal viewpoint.

Fourthly, tnar are the hypothetical expres-

sions. Sly,p06 P to be interpreting Q. From his immanent

sources or	 P will -work out a hypothetical pure

formulation of Vs context and of the content of Os

Passage. But the pure formulation of the content of Q's

message proceeds from a universal viewpoint. It has to be

transposed into an equivalent content that v:ould proceed

from Q's particular vievpcdnt. That particular viewpoint

is assigned in the pure formulation of Q's context. Fin-

ally, inasmuch as this transposition is effected under

the limitations of th resources of laaguage and of the

channels of communication available for Q, there results

the hypothetical expression.
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ilfthlys there is the control and IA is three-

fold. The totality of hypothetical expressions has to

stand in a ono-to-one correspondence with the totality

of documents. The totality of pure formulations of con-

texts has to exhibit the sequence of developiag human

insights, the tendency of positions to unmdified sur-

vival, and the pressure on countor-positions to shift their

ground or to accept their own reversal, Finally, the

totality of assumptions on available resources of language

and channels of communication has to exhibit the genetic

sequence Tf modes of expression from the undifferentiated

to the snecLalized,

Though this sketch claims to berm more en-

lightenimg than the assertion that physics is a mathe-

matizatioa of sensible data, it will serve to bring out

the significance of the upper blade of method, For that

upper blade forces out Into the open the fact that the

proximate sources of meaning lie in the interpreter's own

experience, understanding, and judgment, It involves an

explicit acknowledgement of the delvers of merely relative

interpretation and a systematic procedure for circumvent-

ing such relativity by ascending to the universal view-

point, It calls for a clear distinctioa between the inter-

preter's account of Q's context, his account of Ws con-

tent, his assumptions regarding Q's resources of expression,

his inferred account of the manner in which Q would express

his content in the light of his context through his re-

sources of expressions and finally Q's actual expression,

0 )
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It introduces multiple verifications; irk only mus; hypo-

thetical expression square 7:ith actual. e-xpression, but

the totality of assumptions ngarding resources of ex-

pression have to satisfy the genetic sequences ani. the

totality of pure formulations of contexts have to
am.d-

satisfy a genetic dialectical unfolding or human Intent-

gence.

IMP"—
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3.7	 Counter-positions 
P	 '

The foregoing sketda will call forth rather

vtgorous resistahee and it Is of some importance to

distinguish betvieen different sources of opposition.

The introduction into physics of tensor fields and

eigenfunctimas raised a barrier between the theoretical

physicists that grasped the mathematics but possessed no

great skill in handling laboratory equinmiemt and, on the

other hand, the experts in experimental work for wham the

recondite mathematics was sheer mystery. In eimilar

fashion one may expect the dil4eent authors of higi-ay

specialized Tmnographs to bre semethat bewildered and

dismayed then they find that iaetead of singly following

the bent of ti ».r genius, their aptitudes, and their ac-

quired skills, they are to collaborate in the light of

common but abstruse principles and to have their individ-

ual results checked by general recetremeate that envisage

simultaneously the totality of results. still, this is

the minor resistance, and it should cause no greater

difficulty in the field of interpretation than its ana-

logue does in physics.

Major resistance will spring fran the counter-

positions, from the conviction that the real. is a sub-

division of the "already out there limn, that objectivity

is a•matter of elementary extroversion, and that knOwing

another's knowledge is re-enacting Vt.
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Oni of our basic assertions was that inter-

pretation aiw, at differentiating the protean notion of

being by at of genetically and dialectically related

determinations. But if the position calls for determina-

tions of being by an explanatorily related set of terms,

the coonter-positions call for the exact' opposite. If the

real is the pout there!' and knowing it is taking a look,

then the ideal of interpretation has to be as close an

approximation as possible to a reconstruction of the

cinema of what was done, of the sound-track of Tihat was

mid, and even of theliuxleyan ',none" of the emotions

and sentiments of the participants in the drama of the

past. Fortunately, coviter-positions bring about their

ovn reversal. Just as Descartes! vortices violated the

canon of relevance that obliges the scientist to add

nothing to th7,) data except th(:. content of verifiable in-

sights, so th_.! iqeal of the cinema and sound-track is

the ideal not of historical science but of historical

fiction. There Is no verifiable cinema of the past nor

any verifiable sound-track of its sper?da. The available

evidence lies in spatially ordered marks in documents

and on monuments, awl the interpreter's business is not

to create non-existent evidence but to understand the

evidence that exists. Fin11y, if his understanding is

correct, it will provide a differentiation of the pro-

tean notion of being, and it rill provide no more. The

artist and the teacher, no doubts rill endeavor to re-

constitute the sights and sounds, the feelings and

'WM
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sentiments, that hAlp us, to recapture the past; but such

recapture is educative; it makes ascult to the universal

viewpoint possible; it propures us for an understanding,

an appreciation, an execution of scientific interpreta—

tion; but in itsaf it is not science.

Secondly, as the counter-positions lewd to

a misconception of the goal of interpretation, so also

they lead to blunders about the procedures of interpreters.

If objectivity is a matter of elementary extrovrsian,

then the objective interpreter has to have more to look

at than spatially ordered marks on paper; not only the

malts but also the meanings have to be "out there"; and

the difference betrvoen an objective interpreter and one

that is merely subjective is that the objective inter—

weter observes slimly the meanins thct are obviously

flout there'll while the merely subjective interpreter

”reaas" his own ideas "intov statements nut obviously

pos3ess quite a different meaning. But tiv) plain fact is

that there is nothing "out there enept spatially orlered

marks; to apyml to dictionaries and to grammars, to

linguistic anl stylistic studios, is to appeal to more

marks. The 'proximte source of the nthole experiential

component in the meanime, of both objective and subjective

Interpreters lies in thei.1- ova experience; the proximate

source of the whole intellectual component lies in their

own insights; the proximate source of the whole reflective

component lies in their own critical reflection. It the
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criterion of objectivity is the "obviously out there",

then there is no objective interpretation wh: tever

there is only gaping at ordered marks, and the only

order is spatial, But if the crite.rion of objtectivity

lies in intelligent inquiry, critical reflection, and

grasp of the Nirtaally uncoraclitionafl, then the hu-bug

about the "out than" and the simulated indirnation

about "readinE tnton are rather coitvinkng evidence that

one has very little notion of lylizt objectivity is,

Thirdly, front tho viewpo1nt of the counter-posi-

tions the introduction of the universal v1e7point will be

denounced as a pretentious a pp Nil to vain and empty

theorizing. Even if some pos silk) utility is conceded to

this abstruse procedure, at least It will be assorted

roundly and cnfi.dently that its value is highly hypo-

thetical and i ts implications quite unreliable unless,

of course, they are conf rrnecl In some independent fashion.

Now, no doubt, this viev; is very reasonable if meanings

are “obviously out there", But if the proximate sources

of all meanings are irnnanento them either those sources

make the univezsal viev.moint pcyssible or not, and either

that po2.s.:.	 ig exploited Or 11() to If they do not make

the updvtyrsal	 possible, then objec tive interpre-

tation of	 ierls meaning is Impossible; for if there

is no possible unAversal vievrpoint, there is nnvort-
A -

bility of rising above ofl e! s personal views and. reaching

without bias ynast the personal -views of another are.

Again, if the pOS si biltt,r of the tinisersal viewpoint exists

but is not exploited, thon objective interpretation is
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possible but does not occur, Finally, sinceipbjectivity

is to be reached only through the universal viewpoint,

there is no question of a co_afirmatiori that is independ-

ent of the universal viewpoint.

Fourthays, commonly it is contended that, an author

has to be interpreted in his own terms. Plato is to be

interprete by PLato, Aquinas by Aquinas, Kant by Kant.

This commoki etention posses'les three indisputable ex--

cellences, Ir tht_ first plEce: it implements the lexi-

cographicaa principle that tie meanings of words emerge

from the s,enteraces in which they occur, so that the mean-

int of an author t s words has to be settled by appealing,

at least proximately, to his own usage. In the second

place it innplemen.ts the ewistemclogical principle that

an explanation foams a closed system; if one understands,

then the content of one understanding can be formulated

only through a set of Inutually determining an<1 determined

terms and relations; accord1n.4y1 if one understands

.Plato or Aquinas or Kant or E.Lnyone else, then the formu-

lation of one's uffiderstanding will be some closed systems

and both the elements of the system and the relations be-

tween thie element s can be fouzid in the original author! s

own stvt.ets. In the third :places the rule that an

author Ditt	 allcried to speak for himself tennis to

exclude tne-4- intrusion of anotherls mentality into his

meaning . Inasmu ch as the author' s usage determines his

meanings, mother meanings are excluded; and inasmuch as •

the author' s sy-stem determines the relations betwen

his meaning so other systems are excluded.
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None the less, P1::Ao and AqWmas and Kant keep

on speaking for themselves each in", saaw vilely different

manners when they are allowed to do. so by different inter-

preters. Nor is this surprising, fc.r ther are long dead,

and their speaking for themselves is just a meta-)hor.

Despite its excellences the rule contains an obvious

piece of h.mbus, and the root of the blumbug is the

counter-position. A Platonic avatar and a repetition of

the dialogues might solve some textual problems but, by

and larges it woul leave the under standing of Plato

exactly whore it was. The proxim,te sources of every in-

terpretation are immanent in tile interpreters and there

is nothing to be gained by clouding the, fact or obscuring

the issue. On .the contrary, a methcyiical hermeneutics

demands an open acknowleigement by the 'interpreter of

his immanent sources of interpretation, of his formula-

tion from a universal viewpoint of his hypothesis on the

context and content of anothert s meanings of his process

from that pure formulation to the Iwpothetica expression,

and of the introduction of multiple controls that check

interprettions not only individually against documents

but alxo as	 of a totality with common or inter-

related al:sunptons.

Fifthly, the counter-positions not only lead to

misconceptions of the goal of interpretation and to blun-

ders about the means to reach the goal: they also involve

interpreters in systenatic distortions of the authors

that are to be interpreted, If one identifies the real with

being, one can acknowledge the reality of the various
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blends an  miy.tures of the patterns of human experience

and on. cn gxasp how these blends and mixtures generate

confusion and error on the notions of reality, objectivity,

and :.,:nowledge. Through that grasp one reaches the protean

notion of being: just as being is the intellig:antly

grasped and reasonably affirmed, so what anyone happens

to think is grasped intelligently and affirmed rev.sanabdy,

will be coinaldent with whathahappans to think is being:

and as human utterance, as distinct from gibberish, pro-

ceeds from putative intolligence 11111 reasonableness, a

grasp of the protean notion of being gives access to the

universe of possible meanings.

But clearly enough the counter-positions block

the identification of th,) real Ath beingj of being with

the intellige!at1T grasped and reasonably affirmed, and

of the prot:x.11 notion of being with the objects of puta-

tive intelligent grasp an:l reasmable affirmation. It

folloys that tllo counter-positions bar the yay to the

universal viewpint and to an unbiased inteTpretatiom

of an author with diffecent views from the interpreters s,

Thus, if one agrees with the logical positivists that

mez-nim refers to sensible data or to signs that refer

to sensible data, then one must conclude that the majority

of philosophers; have been indulging in flonsease; it will

follow that a laistory of philosophy is engaged mainly in

cataloguing and comparing different brands of nonsense;

and it will be a matter of small moment just how much

nonsense of what brand is attributed to this or that

philosopher. If on.3 agrees with existentialist opinion,
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then one has no choice but to accept B.  Bultnannts

program c)-1 sling out the existential elements in the

New Testweent ui of naming the rest of its coltent myth,

If one takes one's stand on the ambivalence

of average common sense that lives in some blend of the

aesthetic, dramatic, and practical patterns of experience

with occasional forays into the biological and intellectual

patterns, then one can obtain a base of ope ra tions for en-

tering into the mentality of another age an interpreting

its documents only by some putative re-enactment in one

self of its ambivalent blend of the aesthatic„ dramatic,

and practical ptterns ani of its forays into tha biologi-

cal and intellectual patterns. So there arises the pro-

blems of °determining, not differentiations of the protean

notion of being, but imaginative and emotive reconstruo.

tians of the Nature leligions, of the Greek mystories,

of Eschatology and Apocalyptic, of traditional and

Ju,!aism, of the Christian gamainA2 and

Paulinism. Lo the many solutions to these problems give

rise to problems of quite a new order: for within the

protean notion of being the transition from one differ-

entiation to another is the quite determinate and deter-

minable process of changing patterns of experience, accumu-

lations of insights, and sets of judgments; but the trans-

ition frm one imaginative and emotive reconstruction to

another is condemned by its very nature to be a mere trans-

mogrification; people begin by perceiving and feeling in

one manner; thy end by perceiving and feeling in another;

and there are no imaginable percepts or reproducible re-
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itulsions of feeling that could link verifi*bly their

beginning to their end.

Finally, if one agrees with Scotus that vords

correspond to concepts, and that concepts are the con-

tents of fictitious spiritual acts of looking at the

formally distinct aspects of things, then the meaningS

of words cannot vary without a corresponding variation

in concepts, and concepts cannot vary without a corres-

ponding variation in things, It follows that basic

problems of interpretation simply cannot exist, One has

only to define enough words clearly an exactly to arrive

at the exact meaning of' anyone else's words. The uniform-

ity of nature guarantees the uniformity of concepts; the

uniformity of concepts guarantees the uniformity of ver-

bal tnevyin7s. All that is needed is a good do:3e of con-

CAln-

	

	 t4ersy, an' tnen, all h.onest men will hold ixactly

similar opinions,
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3.8	 Sole Canons_for a Methodical Hermwuticg 

An interpretation is the expression of the

meaning of another eraression. It may be literary or

scientific, A literary interpretation offers th,1 images

and associations from which a reader can reach the in-

sights and form the judgments that the interpreter be-

lieves to correspond to the content of the original ex-

pression. A scientific interpretation is concerned.to •

formulate ti1 relevant insights and judgments, and to do

so in a manner that is consonant with scientific collabora-

tion and scientific control,

A methodical hermeneutics necessarily is limited

to scientific interpretations, and so the cations to be

suggested vill not be of intere:;t to interpreters that

cast the results of their investigations in literary form,

Inversely, there can be no valid objections against the

canons on the score that they are not compatible with

literary procedures, 7:ith the needs of the average mader,

with tile demand of the publishing trade for books that

sell, and so forth.

There is a further limitation on the scope of

the canons. Our problem has been the relativity of inter-

pretations, and our mlotion has been to appeal to the

upper blade of an empirical method. For this reason the

canons vill aim simply at summarizing the conclusions that

already have been reached, Obviously enough, a complete

method cannot be outlined in a sub4section of a chapter
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that deals with a quite different topic, and so no effort

will be made to specify the numerous and complicated

techniques of the lower blade of a methodical hermeneutics.

First, then, there is a canon of relevance.

It deftnds that the interpreter begin from the universal

viewpoint and that his interpretation convg7 some differ-

entiation of the protean notion of being, By beginning

from the universal viewpoint there is eliminated the

relativity not only of the intorpreter to his prospective

audience but also of both interpreter anl audience to

places and times, schools and sects, By placing the mean-

ing of the interpretation vithin tine protean notion of

being there are ecured 1) a cow= field for all possible

interpretetions, 2) the possibility of an eeact statement

of the differences between opposed interpretations, and

3) a reasonable hope that such oppositions will be elimin-

ated by further appeals to the available data,

Secondly, there is a canon of explanation.

The interpreter's differentiatianof the protean notion

of being must be not descriptive but explanatory. It will

aim at relating, not to us, but to one anotner„ the con-

tents and contexts of the totality of documents and in-

terpretations, As long as interpretation remains on the

descriptive level, it may happen to be correct but it

cannot escape the relativity of a manifold of interpre-

tations to a manifold of audiences: in turn, this rela-

tivity excludes the possibility of scientific collabora-

tion, scientific control, and scientific advance towards
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comanly accepted results.

The explanatory differentiation of the protean

notion of being involves three elements. First, there is

the genetic sequence in which insights gradually are

accumulated by man. Seclndly, there are the dialectical

alternatives in which accumulated insights are formulated

with positions inviting further development and counter-

positions shifting their ground to avoid the reveal they

demand. Thirdly, with the advance of culture and of

effective education, there arises the possibility of the

differentiation and specialization of modes of expression;

and since this develo	 t conditions not only the exact

cominunication of insights but also the discoverer's on

grasp of his discovery, since such grasp and its exact

commmnicction intimately are connected with the advance of

positions an,1 tic.) reversal of counter-positions, the three

elements in the explanatory differentiation of the Protean

notion of being fuse into a single explanation.

To avoid confusion and misunderstanding, it

will not be amiss to draw attention to the possibilltr

of an explanatory interpretation of a non-explanatory

meaning, The original writer's meaning may have its source

in insights into things as related to him and, in all

probability, he will have neither a clear notion of what

is meant by insight nor any distinct advertence to the

occurrence of his insights. Still, eN hveothesi, he had

the insights and they provided a source of his moaning;

moreover, the insights he had were or rere not different

from the insights of other earlier, contemporary, and   
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later writers; and if they were different, then they

stood in some genetic and dialectical relations with

those other sets. Now it is through those genetic and

dialectical relations th,t interpretation is explanatory.

It is through these genetic an-1 dialectical relations

that explanatory interpretation conceives, defines, reach-

es the insIghts of a given writer, Accordi:41y, it in no

way involves tl.t,) imputation of explanatory knowledge to

a mind the.. t 73osi.‘ussed only descriptive knowledre. It is

concerned to roach, as exactly as possible, the descrip-

tive knowledge of the writers, P, Qs Rs • • and. it attempts

to do so, riot by offering an unverifiable inventory of the

insights enjoyed respectively by P,Q,13,.., but by estab-

lishing the verifiable differences between Ps Qs	 • • • •

Because it approaches terms through differences, because

the differences can be explained genetically anl dialect-

ically, the interpretation of non-explanatory meaning is

itself explanatory,

Thirdly, there is a canon of successive

apProximations. The totality of documents cannot be inter-

preted scientifically by a sinr.le interpreter or even by.

a single generation of interpreters, There must be a

divisIon 0:1: labor, and the labor must be cumulative.

ACCOrdir161', t1.1,"-; fundamental need is for reliable prin-

ciples of criticism that will select what is satisfactory

and correct vvhc,.t is unsatisfactory in any contributions

that are made, With such principles the end of even a

stupendous task is already somehow in sight. On. the other

44.assAV7..•
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hands without such principles, even enormous and indefin-

itely prolonged labors may merely move around in an in—

conclusive circle,

A first principle of criticism is supplied

by the demand for a universal viewpoint, Moreover, this

demand possesses tho requisite dynamic character. For

though a contributor fails to present his results In terms

of the protean notion of bin, a critic can proceed from

that notion to a determinf,tion of the contributor's par-

ticular viewpoint, he can Indicate how the particulariss

probably would not invalidate the contributor t s work, and

on the otlyyr hand., he can suggest to others woricinc in

the contributor's special field the points on which his

work may neD:1 revision,

A second prl.nciple of criticism is supplied

by the conditions of the emtrapolation of moaning, Prorim—

ate sources of meaning are immanent in the interpreter,

and from them ho has to reach the meaning of some other

writer. The first condition of such an extrapolation is

an adequate self—knowledge. Is he sufficiently aware or

the diverse elements of hunian experience, of the different

manners in which insights accuroule.te, of the nature of

reflection and judgment, of the various patterns of human

experience and the consequent varieties of philosophic

views and pre-philosophic orientations? The second con-

dition of the extrapolation is that it is to the meaning

of a man at a different stage of human development. Because

it is to the moaning of a iman, there must be recognized 

o) 
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some general erientation in living, some measure of

critical reflection, some insight, SOMO flow of exper-

ience. Because it is to a meaning at a different stage

of human development, there can be invoked a merging of

the clear and distinct into the obscure and undifferent-

iated. Because all stages of development are linked geneti-

cally and dialectically, it should be possible to retrace
ae

9-the-gala from the past to thef;uaiNi.eiteta

14tenvereci-trtes

A third principle of criticism results from

the genetic set-peace of modes of expression and the re-

current Eap beteeen meaning ani expression. For expression

is an instrueental act of meaning; it results from erin- •

cipal acts of conception and judgment; the principal acts

follow from the immanent sources of meaning; anl so, once

sources have been tapped, it is only a matter of normal

ingenuity to develop appropriate modes of expression. It

follows that once any stge in the development of meaning

has become propagated and established in a cultural milieu,

there will result an appropriate mode of expression to

bear witness to its existence. But it also follows that

now meanings an be expressed only by transforming old

modes of expression, that the greater the novelty, the

less prepared the audience, the less malleable the pre- .

vious mode of expression, then Clio greater will be the

initial gap between meaning and expression anl the more

prolongo:i will_ be the period of experimentation in which

the new ideas are forging the tools for their own exter-

iorization.          

,--,-,n•n••n••••••••-••••••7",1%
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A fourth principle of criticism is to be derived

from the goal, It is truth an.,1 the criterion of truth is

the virtually unconditioned. Because the proximate

sources of interpretation are immanent in the interpreter,

every interpretation is, at first, no more than a hypo-

thesis. Because initially it is no more than a hypothesis,

it can become probable or certain only by approximating

to the virtually uncon(litioned or by reaching it. The

question, then, is not	 many people say it is obvious,

nor how greet is their authority and renovn, but simpl-y

what is the evidence. Nor is evidence some pecAliar sheen
A„,„m-erw.ce..)

or convincing glamor, ItiAitt,the coherence of the hypothesis

with the universal viewpoint, with the genetic and dialect-

ical relcti.ons between successive stages of meatling, with

the genetic seuuence of modes of expression aid the re-
tf14-

current gaps betreen meaning and expression,

the fulfilment offered by the data of  documents and monu-

ments for this wide-ranging and multiply inter-locked

coherence.

Fourthly, there is a canon of' parsimony, and

it has two aspects. On its negative side, it excludes

from consideration the unverifiable. The cinema of what

Was done and the sound-track of v hat was said can be

imagined but cannot be verified. They pertain not to

science but to fiction. On its positive side, the canon

of parsimony invokes the resources of critical reflection.

Because the relativist rails to distinguish between the

formally an the virtually umonditioned, he •ersands a

complete v-:,lalation of everything before passing any



judgment on anything. On the other hand, precisely be-

cause a dt2tinction is to be dram between the formally

mad the virtually unconditioned, it is both possible and

salutary to illurinate with tatermediate certitudes, the

loc may to complete explanation. when suffIciont elAdence

is not forthcoming for the more tietailed intorpretations

It may- be available for a less ambitious prononcement.

Yhen a poitive conclusion cannot be substanti:Aed, a

number of neLLtive conclusions may be possible and they

will serve to bracket the locus of future, successful

inquiry, Moreover, In the measure that the universal view-

point is reached, radical surprises are excluded; in the

neasure that extrapolation is not to future but to part

meaninEs, the relevant insights do not call for the dis-

coveries of genius but simply for the thoroughness of

Tainstaking and tntelligent analysis; in the measure that

eventually there was closed the gap that once existed be-

-Wean original meaning and avatlable resources of exres-

Lions it iF possible to begin from the later, more ade-

quate expression and remount to the origin of the ideas

14 the initial, transforming stresses and strains in lin-

guistic usage.

Fifthly, there is a canon of residues.

Ast as the fial of physics contains a non-systematic

component, 30 also do the fields of meaning, of expression

as relted to meaning, of expression as grounded in dyn-

amic constellations of the writer's psyche, and of docu-

pleats in-their origins, their production, and their survival.
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trust as the physicist deals with the non—v-stematic by

combining inverse with direct insiPhts, so also must the

interpreter, Finally, just as the actual frequencies

of physical events ar a to be known only by observation

aw1 oittrig, so also the interpreter has to acknowledre

a residue of mere matters or facto

On the level of zneanini; it is important

not to c	 tin genetic with the dialectical, An in-

telligent .-.ritJr alvances in insight a ie writes. At

times, his fresh insights vill 'be so basic that he is

forced to destroy what he has written an .1 to begin afresh,

So it conies about that paragraphs, sections, chapters,

series of chapters, even volumes are rewritten, But the-re

is a limit to hur.an endurance, and so it also happens that

the rewriting is not d,one., thn the shift in viewpoint is

unnoticed or that it is noticed but corrected inadequately.

Again, the intelligent reader advances in Insight an he

reads, arid this advance of th ri!ader filay be anticipated

by thc. wri ter, So the present work has been r1 ton from)

a moving viev,Tioint: earlier sections and chapters do rot

presuppose whet cm too treated only later; but later sec-

tions and chapters do presuppose 7hat has been presented

In the sue ce61ve, ever broadening stages that precede.

DI= from the viewpoint of the electronic

computer, *doh coincides 'with the view-Dint of logic as

a technique, such a procedure is illegitimate, System has

to be static system, System on the move has to be outlaved.

The dynamism of lire and of intelligenee may be facts but

the facts are not to be recognized, If it is indisputable
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that the same author has written in the light of a moving

accumulation of insights, then he is to be named not

intelligent but incoherent. On the other hand, if the

identity of th) author is not Indisputable, then in the

name of logic as a technique the alleged inconerences

axe tO be removed and the one author is to be divided

up into a number of different men. Plainly with such

conclusions we are not inclined to agree, As was argued

in the section on the limitations of th,1 treatise, the

relevance of logic as a technique is extremely restricted,

Mhat the interpreter has to grasp is the meanin::: of a man4
1/4.1

and, in 17;. mv,sure that men are intelligent, in that mea-

sure they can be expected, unless the contrary is demon-

strated, both to write in the light of ever accurulatini

insights and to adlress intelligent readers.

Not only does human meaning have its source

in a moving system but also it is subject to the stress

and distortion of the coInter-positions and, in the limit,

of mythic consciousness. It is here that the interpreter

has to deal with the dialectical, with the intrusion of

the non-systematic into moving system, with the =bivalent

tendency of the counter-position and the mythical eitirr

to bring about its own reversal or to attempt to save it-

self by perpetually shifting its ground. But on this as-

pact ofof the problem of interpretation enough has been said

already in Insisting upon the universal viewpoint and in

defining the	 of interpreting as differentiating the

protean notIon of being.
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When one turns from meaninj, to expression of

meaning, similar problems also. There is FL genetic ab-

sence of static system in expression when new ideas have

to be exteriorized through a gradual trawrormatima of

prior modes off expression. Then the tension between mean-

ing mad expression will be at its maxiama,t the beginning

of the movement: images and words that proriously bore an

established significance appear in strEmge collocations;

thyy struggle under a burden of meaning thLt they do not

succeed in conveying: quite mldenly the r pass out of

currency to b) roplacod by fresh efforts, and tuese in

turn may have t_eir day, only to yield, so to speak, to

a third generation of vords and images: finally, if the

movement endures, tho transformations of language do not

end uatil a technical vocabulary on an explanatory basis

is esbebaished, In contrast with the foreping genetic

process, there Is the ambivalence of alegory: the in-

telligible is being comuunicated through the selsible;

tho known unknown of intellect is manifosted through the

images anti feelings associc,ted with the operator on the

sensitive level. But from the nature of  th case, critical

reflection is hampered and so, while the basic content of

the allegory aay be mystery, vary easily it is mingled

with myth, Thus, the Iranian contrast of light and dark-

ness corresonds to our oLn contrast between the detached

and disL1 L:ctttod desire to know and the interference of

other dasire; but while the Iranian allegory expands into

the personification of a cosmic dualism, into a pantheon, 

0
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and into an 7!xtrinsicist theory of history, our corres-

pondin.g contrast has lad to a conflict limit-lent in the

dramatic individual an.1 erpanling into a dialectic of

social and cultural life. Zo it is that Iranian thought

may be said to begin in mystery only to end in myth.

Expression not only is an instrurlent of the

principal acts of meaning that reside in conception and

judgment but also a prolonga+lon of thr.,, psychic flow from

percepts, memories, iinzigess ana focus's into th,e shaping

of the countenance, the movernt of the ha[1:1, n I the

utterance of the words. In clnildhood we learnt to speak;

in youth we INore trLined in letters; but in noither pro-

cedure d.i.d we come to grasp just where our viords tome

from or	 tl.v.ly are just What they happ,n to be. In briefs

our spectch arlivriting are basically automatisms, and our

consciouz3 cocttrol supervenes only to order, to select, to

revise, or to rej !et. It follows that expression bears

the signature not only of the controlling meaning but also

of the underlying psychic flow, an .1 that painstaking study

will reveal in the automz.-tic part of composition the re-

currence of charescteristie patterns to vhich their author,

in all probability, never adverted.

Vow this fact potsseses its significance,

but its proper appreci;_lt:Lon caLls for a distinction be-

tween the syl-:tenatic, the gerotic, and the incidental.

There is a systeniatic component inamuch as expression

proceels autmatically from the rlynaniic structures of the

psyche. There is a genetic conoonent inasmuch as the

dynamic struc-tures of the psyclie satisfy not a static.
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system but a wits' an the move, Finally, there is an

incidental compament inasrauch as the sensitive auto-

matism my be interrupted at any moment by Uao Inter-

vention of the principal acts of meaning and, for r•easons

that cannot be reconstructed and, still less, verified.,

give rise to a different usage or an unoxpected turn of

phrase. To illustn.ito these	 nts, one may take luto-

slawskits 12-novin study of Plato and observe that the

systematic ,orcoa(Nat grounds the possibility of the in-

vestigation, the genetic com-_)oriant grounls the co-acluded

relative chronoloilr of the dialogues, awl the incidental

component requires tklt ti argument should be based, not

on riOd criteria, but on relative actual frequericiess

Finally, there are non-systematic residues

on the level of the documents thmselves. An unverifiable

host of accidents can enter into the ,ecisicy,s that led to

their production, Lito tha circnnstances under vhich they

mere composed, into the arbitrariness that govenms their

survival, Much that is obcure, ambiguous, unexplained,

vo;.31d ba illunminated, wee it not for tho lamented !land

0	 of destructive time, were me more familiar with former

modes of compilation an(i composition, were our inform-

tion on autllors all_ origins more complete. Much that is

uakaomn to us ma 7. yet be discovered. But, vrhaps, it

will not be amiss to recall that a profound difference

exists between general and particular hypotheses. For

the general hypothesis has general presuppositions and

implications and so it can be tested in a variety of

t. =
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arum's; in cintrest, the particular hypothesis Is an

Aci Ica constr=)ction; it might be true but it also might

be mere fiction; and, unfortunately, there is aot the

available evidence that would enable on to docile which

of these alternatives is correct. It follows from the

canon of parsimony, which restricts scientific pronounce-

'Tents to the verifiable, that holes in their evidence

at times force interpreters to prefer a frank confession

of ignorance to plausible guesses thi, t head beyond the

confines of science,
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3.9	 Conclusion

As our study of insight Iman from an maalysis of

the procedures of mathematics and of the natural sciences,

so the present endeavor has been to draw upon the con-

sequent theories of objectivity arC: meaning to outline

the possibiltty of a general heuristic structure for a

metho,lical hemeneutics. While the practical simificance

of such a str.ecture can hardly appear before it is com-

plemented with the array of concrete techniques familiar

to the historical inquirer, at least it is once apparent

that the present account of insight into the insights of

others possesses peculiar relevance at a time when theoret-

ical differences of a philosophic character so frequently

constitute the principal cause of divergence not only in

the concluslmas reached but also in the methods employed

by otherwise competent investigators. However, while

readers, perhaps, will ba more intereted in such possible

apelications of the proposed method, it viii not be amiss

for us to draw attention once more to the fact thet our

primary intention is someehat different. MetapnyAcs has

been dete.17 as the integral hauristic structure of ro-

portionate being, and so the existence of a heuristic

structure for isterpretation brings under metaphysics the

Interpretation not only of less general utterances but

also of every possible philosophy and metaphysics. A

similar claim would be made, of course, by Hogelianism,

but between theilekelian view and our own there exists

the important difference that the idealist position with

its alleged dialectical necessity has to pretend to be

complete independently of non-systematic matters of fact,
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while our realism permits us not only to respect but

even to include every valid conclusion of empirical

hunan science.
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